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ZTA crowns "Big Man on Campus"
Sorority hosts pageant to raise money and awareness for Breast Cancer Research.
ERIN GOTTERBARM
STAFF WRITER

Raising money for breast cancer
awareness and research, the ladies of
Zeta Tau Alpha, contestants in the
pageant and sponsors of the 20th
Annual Zeta Tau Alpha Big Man
on Campus Male Pageant, created
awareness and raised money for Susan
G. Komen's Breast Cancer Foundation.
Contestants are supported and
sponsored by a student organization.
The pageant took place on Wednesday,
Oct. 24 at 6:30 p.m. in the Brooks
Performing Arts Center.
Fundraising activities included
individual members visiting local
businesses, ticket sales, contestant
raising donations as well as percent
profits nights at Moes Southwestern
Grill, Spill the Beans, 356 Sushi Bar
and Wingiri It.
The pageant began with an
introduction of the 23 contestants
and a Rock & Roll dance followed
by a talent portion that was themed
around Rock & Roll. Some creative
acts relied on visuals, such as six-pack
abs and shaking butts, while others '
performed acts varying from playing

the saxophone to a dance with comical
lyrics about Clemson tailgating and
reenacting "Ferris Bueller's Day
Off" dance.
Dornon, who has been to past
pageants, gave the edge to the current
crop of contestants. "Last year was at
times a debacle. There was much more
talent this year," Dornon said.
During judging intervals, the
Clemson Rally Cats and Clemson
TigerRoar kept the audience entertained.
There were five category winners: Most
Yoplait Lids collected (Cam Webster),
People's Choice (Holden Davis), Best
Costume (Cooper Lammonds), Best
Talent (Kody Gray & Alec Smoley) and
First Runner-Up (Cam Webster).
The ultimate winner of Zeta
Tau Alpha's Big Man on Campus
was chosen by judges Eddie Smith, '
Commuincations Senior Lecturer
and Director of Internships & Study
Abroad, Hannah Caviness, Clemson
University
Homecoming
Queen
2011 and Christina Wellhouser,
Assistant Director for Fraternity and
Sorority Life.

see BIG MAN page A7

Contestants perform a "Rock & Roll" dance for the opening number.

Students remember
our lost Tigers

ROTC runs to
honor Major

Student Memorial 5K supports All Faiths Chapel and garden.

VT and Clemson cadets team up.

ERIN HALL

ANDY BURNS

STAFF WRITER

MANAGING EDITOR

The fourth Annual Clemson
Student Memorial 5K was hosted
Sunday, Oct. 22, at 2 p.m. by
Clemson University Greek Life. The
5K funds the Student Memorial
Project, which is a project to build
a chapel and memorial garden on
Clemson's campus for students that
have passed away while enrolled
at Clemson.
The race started at the front
of the Academic Success Center
and ended at the Quad. After the
race, participants attended the 5K

Around 2:15 a.m. Friday morning
a pack of runners pounded down
Highway 93 and headed toward
Clemson's campus. Unlike the students
that usually go for midnight runs along
Perimeter Road, these runners were
about to complete a 31.5-mile trek
from Cleveland Park in Greenville. Air
Force ROTC cadets from Clemson and
Air Force and Army ROTC cadets
from Virginia Tech teamed up for the
Military Appreciation Day Ball Run
in honor of Major Rudolf Anderson
Jr., the Clemson graduate who was
shot down over Cuba in the 1962 U-2
incident. Anderson, a 1948 Air Force

see 5K page A9

The race took place through the center of campus.
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ROTC graduate, was the only person
killed by enemy fire during the Cuban
Missile Crisis.
After beginning at the Rudolf
Anderson Jr. memorial in Greenville
at 10:30 p.m. Thursday night, the
cadets sprinted along Highways 123
and 93 through Easley, Hberty and
Central before finally finishing at the
Scroll of Honor Memorial across from
Memorial Stadium in Clemson. Fortyfive Clemson Air Force cadets and 10
Virginia Tech cadets combined to finish
the run in just under four hours. The
runners took turns by running in shifts
of two miles while local police escorted
them the entire way. "My favorite part
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Clemson's 2020 Plan Moves Forward
Board of Trustees approve 10-year plan to advance growth and improvements to campus.
ANDY BROWN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

In April 2011, President Barker published a 10-year plan that moves the jiniversity toward greater national recognition.
This week, the Board of Trustees took steps
to enact this plan by constructing a roadmap.
The Clemson 2020 Roadmap defines its
goals as such: "Provide talent for the new
economy by recruiting and retaining outstanding students and faculty and providing an exceptional educational experience
grounded in engagement. Drive innovation,
through research and service that stimulates
economic growth, creates jobs and solves
problems. Serve the public good by focusing
on emphasis areas that address great challenges of the 21st century."
The roadmap plans to accomplish these
goals through commitment to students,
investing in academic resources, focusing on
external funding opportunities and implementing research-driven economic development initiatives.
Commitment to students includes
improving student quality and performance.
Since the plan's induction, average student
SAT scores have increased from 1230 to
1246 and 52 percent of students came from
the top 10 percent of their high school class.
The plan intends on continuing this trend
by implementing a strategic enrollment plan
to incorporate more diversity in the student
body. Clemson is also exploring new teaching and delivery methods as well as more
opportunities for students to attend national
conferences and symposiums.
External funding opportunities vvtill be
derived from investments in faculty and facilities as well as infrastructure. Endowments,
increased research efforts, private partnerships, yearly tuition and stronger applications
for state funding will bring in new revenue for
the university.
The plan intends to increase research
expenditures by 50 percent, increase department revenues by 50 percent and develop
$25 million in strategic partnerships with

new corporations, private companies and
fellow universities.
The Board of Trustees has taken
a step toward the investment aspects of
the plan by recently approving several new
renovation projects.
The Board approved plans of a 260,000
square foot campus construction project that
would be adjacent to Harcombe and the
Student Union. This new project will replace
the current dining and housing facilities;
plans to demolish Johnstone Residence Hall
will begin in 2016.
Current Director of Housing Doug
Hallenbeck believes that Johnstone has run
its course. "Johnstone was built in 1953,
and it has served a good life. However, as
Clemson evolves, housing options must as
well. This is part of a larger housing master
plan that improves all of campus housing,"
Hallenbeck said.
"It's a good idea to rebuild the Union and
Johnstone; it has been long overdue for a facelift. But I'll say that a lot of freshman will miss
out not living in Johnstone. It'll kind of be
the end of an era. There's nothing like living
in Johnstone. I loved it there, and I will never
forget it," Taylor Jackson, a student who lived
in Johnstone freshman year, said.
There are also plans to renovate Lehotsky
with a new air-conditioning system, sprinkler
system and general infrastructure overhaul.
The approvals will extend beyond campus
into graduate research facilities as well.
An $8 million laboratory renovation in
Florence, a new Center for the Study of
Advertising and Cgmmunicaticm an^ the
Clemson Architecture Center in Charleston
are some of the new projects approved by
the Board.
The expansion of research facilities around
Clemson is part of the Roadmap's plan to
increase external funding as well as encourage partnerships and technological awards to
the university.
In 2010, Clemson University had 11
National Science Foundation Fellows enrolled
on campus, and President Barker hopes to
increase that number in the future.

Johnstone, built in 1954 to house military students, still has the original gun racks in the rooms.
"Off-campus research gives students
something to differentiate themselves from
their peers. In turn, this adds to the prestige of the Clemson diploma. Furthermore,
greater breadth and depth in research also

Want to have a role in
creating one of Clemsons
oldest traditions?
Taps is looking for students of all majors
to join our staff!
Opportunities for writing and photography arc available. If
interested, e-mail us at taps@clemson.edu.
Connect with US: | R wwwiacebook.com/TapsYearbook ^|"j @Taps\earbook

r

widens the spectrum of potential commercial
partners that will contribute to' Clemson,"
Kenny Brown said. You can read the full
2020 Roadmap Publication oh the Clemson
University website.
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$1 Billion

THE "WILL TO LEAD

W

CLEMSON STUDENTS STAND BEHIND UNIVERSITY'S TOP 20 INITIATIVE

WESLEE SEWELL
STAFF WRITER

Clemson University's "Will to Lead"
Campaign supports President Barker's
2020 plan to fund areas of need, on and
off campus.
The Campaign first began in 2006 when
Clemson students and faculty required more
financial support. The goal of the campaign
was to raise $600 million by July 2012. This
expectation was far exceeded with the help of
alumni and friends, despite the downturn in
the economy.
The new goal of the campaign is the
largest objective ever to be set by a public
university, at a pronounced $1 billion.
"The Will to Lead Campaign is about
supporting the needs of the University, and
to support the 2020 plan. This means
scholarships, fellowships, professorships,
endowed chairs, student engagement

opportunities such as internships, creative
inquiry and support to student affair
initiatives. We will also support buildings
on and off campus to benefit Clemson,
such as athletic facilities, the new business
school and CURI," Brian O'Rourke, the
Executive Director of Development and
Alumni Affairs, said.
Within the $600 million goal and by July
of 2012, these funds allowed the University
to "grant 357 scholarships and fellowships to
deserving students, establish 95 new endowed
chairs, professorships and faculty support,
increase student engagement opportunities
and impact through new construction or
renovation more than one million square feet
of facilities," O'Rourke said.
Most students who are familiar with the
campaign feel that it will be a great way to
improve Clemson's status. "All of the results
from this plan will only lead to making
Clemson an even better institution. We want

to make sure that Clemson stays on top," said
sophomore Caroline Ficklen.
Sophomore Taylor Capps said, "I feel
that the campaign is a great thing on campus.
It will only help Clemson to achieve its
Top 20 initiative and further enhance the
Clemson experience."
Alumni, friends, parents, foundations
and corporations are encouraged to make a
donation towards this campaign. As of July
of 2012, the average donation or gift size was
$5,186 with an estimate of 69,683 donors.
To date, the campaign has raised $617
million. When the $1 billion goal is met,
Clemson would be the first public university
with a relative alumni base size to raise this
amount of money within a campaign.
"The main goal is to help our school be
the best that it can be. Private dollars will
help to provide support to our top priority,
the students, and to their top resource, the
faculty and staff," says O'Rourke.

THIRD PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE: A TIE?
KRISTEN BENDER. STAFF WRITER
The third presidential debate
took place Monday, Oct. 22 at Lynn
University in Boca Raton, Fla. Bob
Schieffer of CBS News moderated the
90-minute debate on foreign policy.
The format of the debate was at a table,
markedly different from the podiumstyle of the first debate and the open
floor of the second town hall debate.
With two weeks until Election Day,
the debate is one of the last chances for
the presidential candidates to convey to
potential voters their stances on issues.
This "last chance" mentality may have
been a contributor to the focus of the
debate, which revolved more around the
issues of the economy and education than
foreign policy. Acknowledging that the
topic veered off-track at points, Schieffer
said that it was up to the candidates'
discretion as to what is discussed in each
debate, according to Politico. The six
questions posed to the candidates were
focused on foreign policy and ranged
from Libya to Israel addressing who the
candidates considered to be the biggest
threat to American security.
During the debate, President
Obama showed a depth of knowledge

expected of the sitting Commander-inChief. His tone of debate was notable,
comparable to the Obama campaign's
tactic of the second debate. A showcase
moment of this aggression could be seen
in response to Mitt Romney's assertion
that the US Naval fleet was considerably
smaller than it was in 1916. To which
President Obama scoffed that modern
warfare accounted for the change. "You
mentioned the Navy, for example, and
that we have fewer ships than we did
in 1916. Well, Governor, we also have
fewer horses and bayonets."
Mitt Romney's debate style
significandy altered from the second
debate. While he held his ground,
he did not don an aggressive tone,
leading many news analysts to assert
that his campaign's strategy must
have been to "do no harm." News
anchors commented after the debate
that Romney seemed to emphasize his
desire to appear a strong advocate of
peace, seen in such comments as, "We
can't kill our way out of this." Notably,
Romney pressed the point of President
Obama's "Apology Tour" and stressed
that President Obama's actions on this

global trip had incorrecdy portrayed
America. In response, President Obama
stated, "This has been probably the
biggest whopper that's been told during
the course of this campaign."
As to who won the debate, there
appears to be no clear winner. Both
candidates seemed to stick closely with
the expected debate strategies. Each
candidate held their own ground on
certain issues, exercised the full extent
of their time, seemed to reward any
interruption with one of their own and
had successful closing statements to the
audience. In the end, Scheiffer provided
one of the biggest gaffes of the debate,
saying "Obama bin Laden" rather than
"Osama bin Laden." While the third
debate garnered a 12 percent smaller
crowd than the first debate, the effect of
the debate will reveal itself over the next
few days. There is significant support
that it is the first debate, which most
claim Romney to have won, that has the
most bearing on voter opinion, but that
remains to be seen. In the meantime,
the candidates will hammer down on
their campaign and swing states in the
next two weeks.
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Tigra Scientifica: Allergies, Begonei

!

Genetically modifiedplants could bring reliefto millions.
TRACY XU
STAFF WRITER

Springtime conjures pleasant images:
blooming flora, a warm breeze and fresh green
grass. With allergies, it's a whole different story.
Itchy eyes and a runny nose are more than
enough to make any allergy sufferer retreat
indoors and stay there. Is it no longer possible
to enjoy the great outdoors during the dreaded
allergy season? Thankfully, scientists at the
IBMCP and BIOMIVA S.L., a biotechnology
company in Spain, may have found a solution.
Pelargonium zonale have been cultivated in
Europe since the 17th century and are one of
the most popular picks by gardeners worldwide
today. This species can be easily cultivated to
produce breeds of various sizes, flower shapes
and scents. Through the centuries, people
have experimented on this variety, continually
modifying species to produce desired traits
such as early and continuous flowering, pest
and disease resistance and consistent quality.
A team of scientists at IBMCP decided to use
Pelargonium zonale as the subject of study in
this experiment. Their goal was to produce a
flower that was both long-living and pollen-free.
A hormone called cytokinin is responsible
for cell division in a plant's roots and shoots.
Therefore, it affects the senescence, or biological
maturity, of a plant. Cytokinin is synthesized
in the roots and moves up to the shoots to the
apical meristem, the organism responsible for
plant division. When the apical meristem is

stimulated to repeatedly divide, a plant's life is
prolonged. Thus, if a substance increased the
production of cytokinin, it would in turn foster
apical meristem activity.
To perform the experiment, the bacteria
Agrobacterium tumefaciens was modified to
carry two types of altered genes. One gene
encoded an enzyme named isopentenyl
phosphotransferase (IPT). The IPT enzyme
acts as a catalyst that speeds up the biosynthesis
reaction of plants. The extra IPT produced
more cytokinin and prevented the plant cells
from aging. The other gene was engineered
to produce sterile anthers, or the male pollen
bearing parts of a flower, by using a promoter.
In genetics, a promoter is a region of DNA
that initiates transcription of a gene. Scientists
used an anther-specific promoter to transcribe
a gene that prevented the development of male
progenitor cells.
With its DNA altered, the bacteria
were injected into Pelargonium zonale cells,
incorporating the DNA into the plants' genome.
Individual plants were then grown from these
transgenic cells. More than a month later,
modified plants were observed to have smaller
leaves, brighter flowers and extra cytokinin
in the leaves. When a group of the original
geraniums were compared with a group of the
transgenic plants under the microscope, the
normal geraniums showed four lobed anthers
with normal locules containing viable pollen
grains. Locules are the chambers in which
the seeds, or ovules, develop in a plant. The

The plant, Pelargonium zonale, is commonly refered to as geraniums.
transgenic plants showed collapsed structures
at the end of filaments. No pollen was found.
Both stages of the experiment had proved to
be successful.
The use of engineered male sterile
anthers could prove to be useful in producing
environmentally friendly transgenic plants that
are beneficial to Pelargonium zonale producers
and consumers. With its more aesthetically

pleasing colors and longer life span, Pelargonium
zonale will surely become more popular in
the future. More importantly, it could provide
relief for people that are suffering from hay
fever and allergic symptoms during seasons
when pollen is prevalent. The successful
development of Pelargonium zonale is a tentative
first step toward future progress in plant
modification research.

CLEMSjJtN UPCOMING EVENTS
DINING SERVICES

Local Foods Week
Everyday during lunch from
Ocbober 29bh bo November 2nd!
Sbop by Harcombe or Schillebber
and supporb local farmers!

"Eat Well, Live Well"
Thursday November 1sb
4:30pm - 9:00pm in Harcombe Dining Hall
Come see how we're making our campus healbhier!
Sample food and parbicipabe in inberacbive acbivibies!
Learn more ab our sponsor booths:
Food Science and Nutrition Club
Food Composting CI Group
Clemson Solid Green
Clemson One

Fike Rec Center
Redfern Health Center
Healthy Campus
Slow Foods
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pin YOU KNOW
Halloween first originated in Celtic culture as the
festival of Samhain. At midnight on Nov. 1, the Celts
believed that the souls of the dead were restless and
crossed into the world of the living.
When the Romans invaded England, cultures
blended and traditions such as apple-bobbing were
introduced to the festival.
When the Celts became Christian, the church
created All Saints' Day on Nov. 1 to honor Christian
Saints. Then, Oct. 31 became All Hallow's Eve.
It became tradition in England for the rich to give
out food in return for prayers on All Hallow's Eve.
Hence the tradition of "soulers" going door to door
asking for food began, now known as trick-ortreating.
All Saints' Day was removed after the Protestant
Reformation, but All Hallow's Eve continued and
became Halloween in the 18th century. The Celtic
superstitions of restless souls continue to this day.
Halloween arrived in North America in the 1840s
when Irish immigrants left Ireland due to the
potato famine. They brought seasonal foods such as
pumpkins, maize, apples and costume traditions.

COSTUME CONTEST

Enter your pet in a Halloweeen photo contest! Send
your photo to: editor@thetigernews.com. The top
three photos will be featured in The Tiger!

JlA&UL£riiyLLXflJU£y^
The Pickens County Museum was once an old Police Hall where the first
sheriff lived. The wife of a sheriff caught a disease from the family well and
died in the Police Hall. The ghost of the woman lives in the current museum. It
is rumored that you can see her in the second story window after 11 p.m. when
there is a full moon.

Anderson College has the Sullivan Music Center, which was originally
a home for college presidents. A distraught girl committed suicide after
learning that her father did not condone her marriage. There have been
numerous reports of the sound of a piano and a girl singing that are thought
to be her ghost.

In Anderson, there is a ghostly figure that commonly appears on Cobbs
Way. The ghost is believed to be the lost soul of a serial killer from the
1500s. Reports claim that they see a man wearing a mask before the vision
disappears.

In the Woodlands Cemetery, there is the grave of Art Stern, a veteran of
WWI and WWII. He and his wife lived here, and when his wife died, he was
overcome with sadness and killed himself by jumping into the Seneca River.
After his body was battered by the river rocks, his remains washed up on the
shores of Lake Hartwell, nearly unrecognizable. The body was identified by
one of the few teeth left. Every year on the anniversary of his death, his ghost
wanders around campus, looking for his wife.

Clemson's Woodland Cemetery.
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POLITICAL WATCH-GAY RIGHTS
Clemson students keep an eye on the current political candidates.

I il 11 i 111 i'M. .1
WILL ENSOR
STAFF WRITER

The issue of gay rights is but another
division between President Obama and
his rival, Mitt Romney. President Obama
has been the first president in U.S. history
to recognize the marriage rights of gay
and lesbian Americans. Many argue that
his hand was forced on the issue due
to Vice President Joe Biden publicly
supporting gay marriage before Obama
did; Obama denies this allegation.
When running for the State Senate
of Illinois in 1996 he stated in a
questionnaire that he did indeed support
gay marriage.
This stance would change when he
ran for national office in 2004 where he
said that marriage should be between a
man and a woman. Now, he is again in
support of gay marriage.
The president's first term does
demonstrate support for gay rights.
Obama repealed "Don't ask, don't tell,"

which prohibited openly gay and lesbian
people from serving in the military. He
also mandated that all people receiving
government
sponsored
healthcare
(such as Medicaid or Medicare) must
be given visitation rights for gay or
lesbian partners.
President Obama also supports the
Respect for Marriage Act which would
qualify same sex marriage as a federal issue.
This means that the laws regarding same
sex marriage would have to be uniform
from state to state in favor of same
sex marriage. However, in interviews,
he has stressed that the issue of same sex
marriage should be up to the states.
Obama's platform maintains that
he would work to defeat any measure
that inhibits the rights of gays and
lesbians. This specifically refers to any
constitutional amendment which would
prohibit same sex marriage at the federal
level. Such an amendment has been
proposed by some of Obama's rivals
in congress.

mtm
About the Authors:
Will Ensor is a freshman majoring in Political Science.
Phillips Workman is a sophomore majoring in History and Political Science.

PHILLIPS WORKMAN
STAFF WRITER

As a Mormon and a social conservative,
Governor Mitt Romney is opposed to
same-sex marriages.
On his campaign
website, he promises to appoint an attorney
general who will defend DOMA, unlike
the current administration.
In 2011,
the Obama administration announced
that it would no longer defend DOMA
in court procedures, though it remained
constitutionally bound to enforce the law.
If elected president, Gov. Romney vows to
defend marriage as it is defined in DOMA
— between one man and one woman. He
has also said that he would sign a similar
constitutional amendment.
President Obama made history earlier
this year when he became the first sitting
president to endorse same-sex marriage.
However, the American people remain
divided on the issue; a Rasmussen poll
from earlier this year found a statistical
tie (50 percent-48 percent) between
Americans who believe that same-sex
marriage should be validated by the law
and those who do not.
Different states have widely differing
statutes concerning same-sex marriage
and same-sex couples, demonstrated

in the following information from the
National Conference of State Legislatures.
Currently, 39 states ban same-sex marriage,
South Carolina among them. Five states
allow civil unions between same-sex
couples — Delaware, Hawaii, Illinois,
New Jersey and Rhode Island.
Six states and the District of Columbia
have passed legislation that allow
marriage licenses to be issued to same-sex
couples — Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Iowa, Vermont, New Hampshire and
New York. Earlier this year, the state
legislatures of Maryland and Washington
passed similar laws, but they have not yet
taken effect.
Additionally, California, Nevada and
Oregon grant nearly all state-level spousal
benefits to unmarried same-sex couples
in domestic partnerships.
Two states,
New Mexico and New Jersey, have not
addressed the issue in any way.
In 1996, President Bill Clinton
signed into law the Defense of Marriage
Act. DOMA, as it is called, federally
defines the institution of marriage as a
union between one man and one woman.
Therefore, the marriage licenses issued by
the six states that allow same-sex marriage
are not recognized as legitimate by the
federal government.

Smoke snuffed out
Following in the footsteps of other national universities,
Clemson is moving to establish a no smoking policy.
ANDY BROWN
STAFF WRITER

In the United States, 770 colleges
and universities are smoke-free,
while 560 are entirely tobacco-free.
Currently, Clemson University falls
in neither category, but the newly
formed tobacco-free task force aims
to change that.
Executive Director of Student
Health Services George Clay is the
head of the forthcoming task force.
He is forming the committee with
the intent to define a new tobaccofree campus policy that would
outlaw tobacco in all areas of campus
and other property owned by the
university. He attributes the creation
of the committee to the Healthy
Campus initiative.
"The Healthy Campus initiative
has engaged students, faculty and staff
to identify and act on opportunities
to improve the health of the campus
population. The impact of smoking on
the health of the campus community
was one of the areas of inquiry
explored by the Healthy Campus

initiative. Healthy Campus students
and other program advisors considered
the benefits of going tobaccofree compared to the benefits of
continuing to accommodate smoking
under the current policy for all who
would be governed by either policy.
A proposal to create a tobacco-free
campus environment was submitted
to the Administrative Council by
Healthy Campus and Student Health
Services. That proposal resulted in
the formation of the task force that
has been charged with developing
a plan for the university to become
tobacco free within two years. The
primary purpose of the tobacco-free
campus policy is to improve the
health of the university population by
reducing tobacco use among students,
employees and visitors to campus,"
Clay said.
One of the main pillars upon
which Clay's argument is built is that
the new policy will reduce health care
costs. "It is reasonable to assume that
at least 373 of 3725 CU employees
currently enrolled in university
health insurance plans are smokers.

According to the CDC economic
cost model, the estimated additional
medical costs for smoking related
healthcare would be $605,379 per
year," Clay said. He also noted that
this would encourage those that were
addicted to tobacco to take the first
step toward a tobacco-free lifestyle.
Clemson students have conveyed
mixed emotions about the prospect
of a tobacco ban on campus. "I
think making Clemson University
a tobacco-free campus would be
a good step to ensure that nonsmokers on campus are not affected
by secondhand smoke. It would really
show that Clemson cares about their
students," student Kevin Phillips said.
Others are concerned with the
reach of the policy. "While I am a
non-smoker, I wonder how Clemson
can regulate the usage of tobacco
in places such as private vehicles on
campus. I figure that more students
will resort to smoking in their
rooms or sneaking tobacco in class,"
sophomore Winston Reece said.
When asked about potential
issues with the plan, such as concealed

Clemson is moving toward a campus-wide "no smoking" policy.
smoking within residential halls and
the effect on the tailgating experience,
Clay was positive. "I believe most
students would honor a tobaccofree community ... I think it is
reasonable to assume that high school
students who want to attend Clemson
University will be less likely to take up
smoking if they know the university is
tobacco-free. I also believe that most

alumni and other visitors will honor
a tobacco-free community standard,"
Clay said.
Clay believes that the new policy
is directly in line with Clemson's
2020 Roadmap to improve student
life and to make a healthier university
environment. To learn more about
the task force, contact George Clay at
Student Health Services.

NEWS

BIG MAN from page Al
Cooper Lammonds representing
Kappa Alpha, was named "Big Man
on Campus." "I'm so honored to
represent Zeta Tau Alpha and
help them raise money for breast
cancer education and awareness,"
Lammonds said.
Winners of each category won
varying prizes with the grand prize for
the winner, a 51" flat-screen Samsung
TV, was provided by sponsor Aspen
Heights. Other prizes for winners
included Tiger Town Tavern gift cards,
Firehouse Subs gift cards, flowers
provided by Tiger Lilly Gifts and
Flowers, Clemson posters provided by
Clemson Frame Shop as well as other
gifts from Clemson Hallmark, Aspen
Heights and Clemson Frame Shop.

"Aspen Heights was thrilled at
the opportunity to support Zeta Tau
Alpha and be the main sponsor of
Big Man on Campus," Just Vbllmer,
the Sales and Marketing Manager for
Aspen Heights, said.
Despite the varying levels of
talent, the entire performance was an
entertaining way to raise money.
"The contestants were very
involved and supportive and really
stepped up doing a great job
fundraising," Mackenzie Malsam, one
of the fundraising chairs for Zeta Tau
Alpha, said.
"Our goal was $25,000. While
we don't have a final monetary count
of the money we raised [at the time
of the interview], it looks like we will
for sure meet or exceed our goal,"
Malasm said.

Cooper Lammonds, representing Kappa Alpha, won "Big Man on Campus."
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Haley changes funds
Governor Nikki Haley proposes a new merit-based funding
system for public South Carolina universities.
ERIN HALL
STAFF WRITER

Governor of South Carolina and
Clemson graduate Nikki Haley recendy
proposed a new merit system for public
colleges in the state of South Carolina.
The new system implements a method
of deciding the amount of government
funding based on the graduation rates
and job placements of that school. This
subject prompts a conflict of opinions
from many people, as the proposed merit
system will affect 13 public universities in
South Carolina.
According to an article in The State
paper, Gov. Haley states that the merit
system will award colleges money based
on what they earn. Clemson University
supports this plan, but hopes to learn
more about the specifics of Governor
Haley's plan.
"We are encouraged by discussion
of a funding system that rewards success
and quality versus unchecked enrollment
growth. It's important that any system
recognize the unique role of research
universities and how our mission differs
from other sectors," Gail DiSabatino,
Vice President for Student Affairs at
Clemson, said.
The current merit system gives The
University of South Carolina 24 percent
of public school funding, Clemson

University 15 percent and South Carolina
State receives close to three percent.
The new system is a large change
from the current standard system in which
schools are given the same percentages
of state money year after year. Haley
proposes that the new system will bring
justice to the college funding process
in South Carolina, as they will have
to better prepare their students for the
workforce. Clemson offers many oudets
to students in order to prepare them for
the workforce, such as the Academic
Success Center, learning communities,
Creative Inquiry, internships, Study
Abroad and more. Through these
programs Clemson focuses on freshman
retention and the enhancement of the
undergraduate experience beyond the
classroom. DiSabatino points out how
all of these programs give students skills
such as communication skills, teamwork,
leadership, cultural awareness and. realworld experience, all of which are valuable
to employers.
As published in The State paper,
"Neal said the council found that about
a third of the bachelor's degree majors
— 153 of the 450 — at the state's public
schools have fewer than 10 graduates,
while more than half of master's degree
programs — 148 of 256 — had fewer
than 10 graduates." The new merit system
is predicted to help with the coordination

mmm

of South Carolina public colleges so that
they will each have their own defined
missions, which will in turn help curb
the duplication of many bachelors degree
majors and master's degree programs.
"We would also want to ensure that we are
recognized for the outreach work we are
doing through the Center for Workforce
Development, which is helping develop
academic content for delivery at technical
colleges or online to ensure that the state
has the technical workforce it needs. This
is a good example of collaboration among
institutions to help South Carolinians get
good jobs, even though many of them
wont go on to earn a four-year degree,"
DiSabatino said.
Although some believe thatit is
the state's responsibility to provide fair
funding, lawmakers suggest that colleges
should not expect more cash from the
state and should instead look at alternative
ways of money distribution within their
college. "Regarding summer and online,
the strategic plan, the 2020 Roadmap,
calls for increased online, distance and
summer opportunities — and that staff
have recendy been recruited to lead
those efforts.
Those plans are in development
right now," DiSabatino said. These plans
will offer more flexibility to students, as
well as ways for Clemson to save statedistributed money.
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ROTC from page Al
was how we got to meet the VT cadets
because were probably going to be
working with them in the future. It
was just cool getting to know them,"
Becca Baird, a sophomore Clemson
Air Force ROTC cadet, said.
The cadets organized the
Military Appreciation Day Ball Run
in order to honor Anderson and
commemorate the 50th anniversary
of the U-2 incident. The anniversary
of Andersons death is Oct. 27.
The run coincided with Military
Appreciation Day at the ClemsonVirginia Tech football game this past
Saturday. The cadets who participated
in the run were recognized on field
before the game.
In addition to Thursdays run,
Clemson and Virginia Tech cadets
competed in a 5x1 mile relay race
around Clemson's campus, which
Clemson won.
The two events were organized
entirely by cadets from the Arnold Air
Society, a society for Air Force ROTC
cadets. Colonel James Riemens-Van
Laare, the Arnold Air Society advisor
and ROTC commander at Clemson,
helped oversee the event. "The best
part was seeing all of our efforts come
to together and run smoothly," Nick
Kuzjak, a junior Clemson Air Force
ROTC cadet, said.
There are talks to continue the
event next year but probably for a
different cause. A rededication of the
Major Rudolf Anderson Jr. memorial
in Cleveland Park is scheduled for
Saturday Oct. 27 at 11:30 a.m.
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Rock the 'John
2012
Rock the 'John kicked off the
basketball season with its 5th annual
pep rally Oct. 19 in Little John
Coliseum. The event introduced the
men and women's basketball teams
along with a performance from the
Rally Cats, cheerleaders and Air Elite
trampoline dunk team. Women's
Coach Coleman's introduction video

showed her overlapping roles of
being a coach and a mom. Men's
Coach
Brownell's
introduction
video featured him as "The Most
Interesting Coach in the World."
The event was free of charge and
open to students and community
members. Players were available for
autographs afterward.

Freshman basketball player Adonis Filer waves to the crowd.

A member from the Air Elite trampoline team goes up for a dunk.

864.656.7444 • 230 Madren Center Drive • Clemson, SC 29634

uwl£es (/(Ho fa
Take a ride in our FREE lunch shuttle
Monday through Friday, 11:15a.m. until 2p.m.
Ride the week of October 29th and receive great deals,
like a buy one lunch buffet and get one half off coupon!
For more information visit clemson.edu/centers-institutes/madren/shuttle • facebook.com/SeasonsbytheLake

Shuttle Pick Up Locations and Times
Depart from Seasons
IPTAY Office
Union/Post Office
Fike Gymnasium
Sikes Hail
Hendrix Student Center
Admin Service Building
rive at Seasons

11:15am
19 am
21 am
23 am
26 am
30 am
34 am
11 37 am

11:40
44
46
48
51
55
59
12 02

am
am
am
am
am
am
am
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22
25
12 28
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pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

12 40
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46
48
51
55
59
1 02

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
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16
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1 27

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
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34
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38
41
45
49
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pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
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1 55
59
2 01
03
06
10
2 14
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5K from page Al

SAY WHAT?
CLEMSON TWEETS

DON'T ALWAYS MAKE PHONE CALLS ON CAMPUS, BUT
WHEN I DO I MAKE SURE IT'S WHILE I'M WALKING
ACROSS LIBRARY BRIDGE @CLEMSONGIRLPROB
CLEMSON PROBLEMS @CLEMSONPROBLEMS

HAVING @CLEMSONRACING ACTUALLY HAVE A CAR IN
THE NATIONWIDE SERIES JfCLEMSONSOLUTIONS
ICT.24

YOU KNOW THE WEATHER IN CLEMSON IS CRAZY WHEN
HALF OF THE GIRLS HAVE ON SHORTS AND A TSHIRT AND
THE OTHER HALF HAVE ON BOOTS AND SCARVES
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Remembrance Event. All proceeds
from the event were donated to
the Student Memorial Project.
The 5K was open to runners or
walkers. Registration was $25 and
participants received a T-shirt and
snacks at the finish line.
The first Clemson Student
Memorial 5K was hosted in 2009.
The event has gained more support
over the past few years and continues
to serve as an annual philanthropic
event of Clemson University
Greek Life. "The memorial run is
special and close to so many hearts
including my own, due to the loss
of my cousin John Clinton the
summer after his freshman year at
Clemson, which was a little over a
year ago," Clemson student, Jillian
Clinton said.
The Clemson Student Memorial
5K website states, "We see this race
as our honor and obligation not
only to our brothers and sisters
but to Clemson, to build a place
to remember our fellow Tigers who
have passed away during their time
here; Tigers who walked the same
campus, sang the same Alma Mater,
enjoyed the same traditions, but did

not live to see their graduation day.
This race is the fulfillment of that
commitment to each other."
The Student Memorial Project
sponsors this event as a way to raise
money to build an All Faiths Chapel
and Student Memorial Garden on
campus. The garden and chapel
would serve as a place of peace for
the students on Clemson's campus to
reflect and pray. It will also include
a wall inscribed with the names of
all of the students that have passed
during their time at Clemson. Since
no place like this currently exists
on campus, Clemson Greek Life
encourages support and donations
from the community.
"The 5K is such a pivotal event
because it is a huge demonstration
of student support for the project
outside of the Student Memorial
Committee. We are so thankful that
Greek Life believes in this project
enough to take time out of all that
they already do to provide a way for
students and the greater Clemson
community to get involved. This
race is not only about raising money,
it is about giving the Clemson
family an opportunity to celebrate
and remember the lives of those
Tigers who we've lost," Kathleen

McKissack,
Student
Memorial
Project Committee Chair, said.
"People
should
participate
because the money not only goes to
a great cause, but it is a fun event.
So many people come out, whether
they run, walk or jog it with friends.
My entire family comes in town for
the event to run in John's honor and
I know it means a lot to them to see
a great turn out from the students,"
Clinton said.
Many Clemson students and
community members, as well as
family members of those who
have passed, came out to support
the cause.
"I
really enjoyed walking
the 5K! It was great to see our
community come together! It is
important because it shows that the
students who have passed away have
not been forgotten," Julia Bagnal, a
sophomore, said.
The 5K Remembrance Event
was located in the Quad during the
race and provided BBQ plates for
$8 through pre-purchased tickets
sold by Clemson Greek Life.
To register for next year's
event, donate money or learn
more about the cause visit http://
clemsonstudentmemorial5k.com/.

WHEN YOU GET A FREE CLEMSON BOBBLE HEAD ON
LIBRARY BRIDGE YOU KNOW YOUR DAY IS GOING TO BE
GOOD #RTJ
PIERRE TONG OPIERRETONG — 0C1

DEFINITELY HAVE EATEN MORE FERNOW STREET THIS
SEMESTER THAN ONE SHOULD CONSUME IN A LIFETIME
THE TIGER SPORTS @THETIG£RSPORTS - OCT. 22

FOR THOSE KEEPING TRACK, DUKE WILL HAVE AS MANY
NIGHT GAMES IN THREE WEEKS AS CLEMSON HAS HAD
IN THREE YEARS. @CLEMSONSTUDENTS
WILL MERRSiAN @WMERRIMAN22 - OCT. 24

FIESTA IN HARCOMBEM THE MARIACHI BAD IS AWESOME
JESSICA EDWARDS @JESSICAPAIGE.J3 - OCT. 24

54:46 RATIO OF MEN:WOMEN AT CLEMSON #WINNING
.$ALLISON_TQTil

0C1

I CAN'T BELIEVE I GO TO A SCHOOL WHERE THERE IS NOT
ENOUGH INTEREST TO HOLD A QUIDDITCH TOURNAMENT
YOU LET ME DOWN, CLEMSON, YOU LET ME DOWN
LY KOWAL ©YOUGOEMKOKO -OCT.24

In the Student Memorial 5K, Nick Rindge runs along the course throughout campus.

IT'S ALMOST NOVEMBER AND IT'S STILL SHORT
WEATHER #CLEMSON <3
MAODiE SASSEN @MADDIESAS92

0C1

LOVE IT WHEN PROFESSORS TAKE THE TIME TO DO A
RANDOM LECTURE ABOUT CLEMSON HISTORY PLUS
FOOTBALL TO MAKE YOU THINK ABOUT THE BIG PICTURE
\U @NICOLEBHAM

■ OCT. 23

WHAT HALF OF CLEMSON LOOKS LIKE WHEN THEY TRY
TO LEAVE DT...JGIRAFFECAM

TIGER ELECTIONS
NOVEMBER 5TH, 7 P.M.
HENDRIX MEDIA LOUNGE- 3RD FLOOR
CARRY ON A CLEMSON TRADITION BY BECOMING A PART OF SOUTH CAROLINA'S
OLDEST COLLEGE NEWSPAPER.
CONTACT EDIT0R@THETIGERNEWS.COM FOR AN APPLICATION

Why would you ever ... Dating vs. Marriage. Page B5
SECTION

OPINIONS
Forums of Free Speech
B

Creeper: What class do you fall in?. Page B5
Amish: The reality TV version. Page B4

When is the right time to exercise the First Amendment?
In early 2009, right after Barack
Obama was inaugurated, I interviewed a
young soldier who had just returned from
Iraq on medical leave because he had
been in a roadside bombing and had lost
both of his legs. For my final question in
the interview, I asked him what he would
say to the newly inaugurated president if
given the chance.
Immediately after asking the question,
I regretted my choice of words, and I
hoped that I hadn't hurt this man who has
already given so much for his country
because of my naivete and inexperience.
He asked me if he could go off the record,
and after accepting my flustered apology,
he looked me in the eye and told me that
no matter what opinion he held of Barack
Obama or George W. Bush (who was
president when he was deployed in Iraq),
he was sworn to obey his every command
because of his position. Returning to the
record, he smiled and told me that he
would tell President Obama that he wishes
him the best of luck, and that he would be
behind him every step of the way.
I didn't witness the booing during the
Virginia Tech game this past Saturday,
but when I heard about it, I immediately
thought about my encounter with the
wounded soldier. This incident showed
how painfully myopic people can be when
it comes to politics during an election
season. As President Barker expressed

in an email sent to the student body
on Tuesday, the booing directed toward
President Obama was tasteless, rude and
completely disrespectful to the military
personnel who were being honored that
day. The purpose of that ceremony was to
honor our military personnel, and given
Clemson's military history, it should
have been an outstanding celebration of
our armed forces. Like so many other
incidents during this election season, any
sense of decorum became a casualty of
unbridled passion, and the day was marred
by the booing that came at the mere
mention of the office of the presidency.
The behavior of those who booed was
immature and juvenile, and ultimately, it
is not any better than the behavior of any
of the slandering politicians that we so
frequently renounce.
As a journalist, I am thankful that
we have the First Amendment. Freedom
of speech is undoubtedly one of our
country's greatest privileges. The
resulting dialogue is how our country
has progressed throughout our long and
storied history. However, the capacity to
be outspoken during election season seems
to rarely be tempered by the prudence
that the Founding Fathers hoped would
help compose our national dialogue. It is
fine to not agree with the positions and
actions of the Obama administration, but
a ceremony celebrating our nation's armed

forces (where Barack Obama was not
even mentioned by name) is hardly the
place to voice that dissent. Not only did
the booing reflect poorly on the students
and affiliates of Clemson University, it
implies that all Americans are unable to
maintain any sense of self-control when it
comes to discussing politics.
The 2012 United States presidential
election is 11 days away. In the last
stretch of this tightly run race, political
campaigns are in full swing, and both
Barack Obama and Mitt Romney are
doing anything they can to gain the favor
of the undecided voters who will help one
of the two men further their place in the
history books. Both sides have correctly
pointed out that the other has "played
dirty," "become desperate" or leveled
some other pseudo-rhetoric decrying their
opponent's campaign efforts. As voters
we don't have to conduct our political
dialogue on this level.
No matter what the results on the
morning of Nov. 7 are, we should follow
the aforementioned soldier's example
and respect the office of the presidency,
because, to quote one of the men who
once held the position, "a house divided
against itself cannot stand."
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written
by the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the majority
view, the staff editorials may not represent the individual
view of any particular member.

What was your opinion about fans booing
the line about obeying the President
during the military oath during
Saturday's game?

Laura Falconi

1
1

"I was really
offended, and I
think that the fans
ruined a really
special moment for
the ROTC cadets."

C
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Tashia Crawford

1

"I was surprised
by the reaction. It's
not something I
would expect from
Clemson under any
circumstances."
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Alec Turner
"I feel like regardless
of ones opinion he
or she should still
respect the president
whether they agree
or disagree with his
actions."

Anna Grace Tindal
"I thought that
President Barker
handled the situation
very well. It is a
sensitive issue with
the election coming
up, but that's no
excuse for being
disrespectful."

"It was disrespectful
and the situation did
not portray Clemson
in a positive way.
However, President
Barker handled the
situation in a very
reasonable and
appropriate manner."

Subscriptions are available by mail for $35/semester or $60/year. Send your name, address and phone number with a check
payable to Clemson University to: The Tiger - Circulation Department, 315 Hendrix Student Center, Clemson University, Clemson,
SC 29633-1586. Perspectives expressed by individual members of The Tiger, guest columnists and Speak Out subiects do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of The Tiger as a whole, its staff members or Clemson University.

Want to share your opinion? Just
select the QR code with your
smartphone or QR code reader
app to take you to The Tiger
Opinions' Facebook page. Type
your thoughts on the issue this
week and view others' comments.
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Enjoyed a terrific win on Saturday over
VA Tech. Good food, good friends amazing
weather. What I did not enjoy was the reaction
by some in the crowd to the mention of the
POTUS during the Military Appreciation
festivities at halftime. As the father of an Air
Force Captain on deployment at this time and as
a proud American, I believe that respect is due
to the Office of the POTUS, the Commander-inChief and the man who holds both of these jobs.
The First Family, VP Biden and his family have
made the welfare of military families a high
priority during their time in office. I will make
this promise now:
Should we change leadership in this
upcoming election and choose the man who
is currently rattling his saber towards all

enemies, real and imagined — Who has never
been the 'dog in the fight;' Who has five sons,
none of whom have ever been the 'dog in the
fight;' Who probably does not know what
the term 'dog in the fight' means but will not
hesitate to send the sons and daughters of the
rest of us into harm's way — I will cheer loudly
for the men and women who keep us safe, the
Tiger faithful and save my boos for the Tiger's
opponent on the field below.
-Michael Morton, member of the
Clemson family

On behalf of the Salvation Army, I'd like to
thank the students of your great university for
assisting the needs of our great citizens.
Last year, thanks to the help of more than
750 volunteer "bell ringers." Including many,
many Clemson students, we had a record year
of "kettle contributions." We are the only
Salvation Army group in North and South
Carolina that has only volunteer bell ringers; no
paid bell ringers. Hats off to the Clemson track
and cross country teams that each year provide

two needy families with children — a great
lunch or dinner with all the team members and
coaches and fantastic gifts for the children.
If you would like to be a "bell ringer" at
one of many locations, please call Curt Davis
at 864-882-1684 or the Salvation Army office
at 864-882-1160.
All the best for a great holiday season, and
Go Tigers!
-Ray Lockhart, Chairman, Salvation Army
Advisory Board

The Depravity of
Men
EDUARDO HERNANDEZ-CRUZ

Letters should be no longer than 400 words. Feedback from our website may also be considered for publication.
Submissions must include the author's name, number or email address, hometown, class and major. All submissions
will be checkedfor authenticity and may be edited for clarity and grammar. Space considerations may result in submissions being heldfor later publication. The Tiger reserves the right to print or edit all submissions.

Need something to occupy all
of your free time in college?
Email us
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Paws up,
A 20-year-old Brazilian woman sold her virginity for $380,000 to benefit a
charity. A man did the same, but received $3,000.
A Nashville reporter was filming a type of fish, when the 12 pound carp
she was holding started to squirm. She then dropped the fish, it hit and
knocked her over, resulting in her skirt flying up.
A paraplegic man was stranded in the New Mexico Desert and survived
three days until he was rescued.
A 14-year-old girl in Texas scared three intruders
so they fled from her house where they had been
stealing her families belongings. The men were
found and arrested.
Children and parents in England bought tickets to
Madagascar 3, but instead were treated to a showing
of Paranormal Activity 4. After less than two
minutes all families vacated the theater.

Columnist

There is a disturbing trend that I've
found among women today: they
quickly dismiss every male human
being with a simple "men are stupid or
insensitive or jerks or obsessed with sex."
I ended up un-following a significant
number of users on Tumblr because they
had this nasty habit of trying to tell the
world that all straight men who have ever
flirted with a girl in public are potential
rapists. Now this was kind of disconcerting
to me personally because I'm fairly certain
that it's a bit unfair. I've mentioned that
we live in a culture that tends to promote
male assertiveness, but it's kind of a huge
leap from that statement to saying that all
men are irredeemable jerks. There are men
who fit that description most certainly,
but there are also women who are terrible
people too. Trust me. The lowest depths
of depravity of the human race should be
obvious to anyone who had experienced
high school where we found out that our
peers were all too human.
With that being said, the kind of
person who sees only the worst aspects of
the opposite gender, or any group, is not
going to have a positive experience with
any group no matter what. I recognize off
the bat that I'm not exactly the best person
to go around telling people to think
positively about others, but if you
specifically target a certain demographic,
only look at examples of complete
douchiness and then decide that trait applies
to everyone within that demographic, it
doesn't take a statistician to figure out that
the results of your experiences are going
to be skewed.

In laymen's terms, not all men fit
one mold. We are simply and obviously
human, and humans vary greatly
depending on a wide array of factors. You
can't honestly say, "All men are perverts,"
or "All men are stupid" and believe it.
Anyone with common sense knows this.
This is historically proven. Roger Bacon,
a celibate Franciscan friar, invented the
Scientific Method in the thirteenth century.
Nikola Tesla, who practically defined what
we can do with electricity today, stayed
celibate throughout his life because he
thought sex would distract him from his
work. J.R.R. Tolkien made up languages
(including grammar and syntax) as a child
and only showed interest in his wife,
whom he had known since he was sixteen.
I could do this all day. The point is that
when a woman says that all men are by
nature corrupt morons, to me she is saying
that she is ignorant and self-righteous.
We need to stop saying, "Men are like
this" and "Women are like that." We need
to say, "Human beings have the potential
to be complete jerks, regardless of gender."
People simply cannot get this through
their heads — flaws like arrogance, lust
and self-centeredness are inherent to the
human species, not one gender or the other.
I'm not saying that we should all hold
hands and sing "Kumbaya," but can we
stop making non-arguments over nothing?
Especially when it comes to gender? When
you decide to judge a group based on a
limited amount of examples, especially
one with as many variation as males, it
makes you just as bad. After all, she who
hunts for monsters should be careful, or
she herself could easily become one.
EDUARDO HERNANDEZ-CRUZ

is a junior

majoring in English. Email comments to letters®
thetigernews.com.

Paws down
A San Francisco massage parlor is offering a new
treatment as an alternative to bottox. For $350 a
customer can be slapped, pinched and smoothed to
create a skin firming look.
The owner of a dog poop collection service in New
York predicts a Romney victory in the upcoming
election as a result of more dog feces being in the
shape of Romney's head
than Obama's.
A cleanup task force on the Jersey
Shore says that the strangest items
they have found on the beaches
are underwear, surgical masks and
barbie shoes.
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Ferrari vs. Clunker
MEGAN WALKER

Columnist
Imagine sitting in the perfectly designed
458 Spider Ferrari. There is a state of the
art sound system surrounding you, the
car's 570-horse power is revving under your
feet and there is nothing above you but a clear
blue endless sky. When you get behind the
wheel, you immediately experience a rush
of emotions: excitement, freedom, love,
exhilaration and anticipation. It's like nothing
in the world matters anymore. The connection
you share is beyond comprehension. Nothing
can come between you. It's sheer L-O-V-E ...
Wait, are we still talking about a car here? You
see, it is confusing because that's exactly the
feeling I get when I test-drive my dream man
(or a comparable model of him). I'm sure
you can relate. Think about driving a clunker.
It is kind of like that time you settled for the
awkward person in the corner who was the last
eligible human being at a party. Don't lie. I
know you did it. Thus, the Ferrari-Clunker
Theory was born.
The Ferrari-Clunker Theory was first
introduced to me in an episode of "The Hard
Times of RJ Berger." Basically, RJ is in
love with this chick that literally has the full
package: beauty, brains and beyond. Then,
there is this other sexually frustrated,
psychologically insane, ugly biddy that is
obsessed with RJ (It is really quite a depressing
love triangle). RJ goes to his Dad for advice
on how to juggle the two women, and his Dad
tells him he has to " ... hump a few Clunkers
before he can fondle a Ferrari." After I got
over the initial shock that a father used that
terminology to advise his son, I began to
ponder the application of the Ferrari-Clunker
Theory. Let's evaluate.

First, think of the Ferrari as your Dream Girl
or Guy. For example, to me a Ferrari is a six foot
three inches (or more ... more is always better),
dark-haired, dark-eyed, modestly to heavily
built, humorous hockey player with a baseball
background and who has some major swag.
Your Ferrari should exceed all of your standards
for a lover. In contrast, a Clunker is going to be
your Reality Girl or Guy. More specifically to
me, a Clunker is a five-foot-six (or smaller ...
smaller is always worse) dweeb with no athletic
background, ugly hair and mommy issues. Your
Clunker is going to barely just scrape the surface
of your standards for a love partner. Now let's
say you know both a Ferrari and a Clunker. You
feel like the Ferrari is way out of your reach;
he or she is just almost too perfect for you.
The Clunker (as obnoxious as he or she is) is
readily available and game for anything. As
embarrassing as it is, the Clunker's proposition
is tempting. Do you reach for the Ferrari? Or
stoop to the Clunker?
If you reach for the Ferrari, you risk a lot, but
also have the potential for a very high reward.
Every standard you have is met and exceeded.
When you are with your Ferrari, you will feel
extreme happiness. However, it is very rare that
an individual is able to hold on to a Ferrari for
long. Normally, the Ferrari is fun for the first
couple of drives, but you soon find it just does
not fit into your lifestyle. It is too expensive, hard
to maintain and just doesn't seem to understand
you. The dream of the Ferrari is still prevalent.
You have dreamed of it for so long that it is
hard to give it up. In the end, though, either you
or the Ferrari will call it quits. When this does
happen, you will be left alone and confused.
The rejection will hurt so profoundly, life
will seem irrelevant.
On the other hand, if you settle for the
Clunker, you are lowering your standards
significantly. When is it ever really OK to
lower your standards? If you ask me, never.
The problem with lowering standards is that

you end up getting stuck with lower quality
people. Let's face it: you will never really be
satisfied. So what exactly are some positives
about Clunkers? Well, they will always make
you feel better about yourself. Any kind
of self-esteem problem you may have had
before will disappear.
Yet if you ask me, your best bet to
ultimate happiness is with the Oldreliable. The
Oldreliable meets all your requirements for a
lover, but does not exceed them. He or she is
simply someone you are compatible with. For
example, my Oldreliable is at least six feet
tall, athletic and has a great sense of humor.
When going on a drive with an Oldreliable,
you will never feel self-conscious or superior.
Pairing with an Oldreliable is by far the
most successful relationship anyone will be
able to achieve.
Although the Ferrari is better in all categories,
it does have its downfalls. For example, it is a
huge letdown when you get that $568; ticket
for pretending you were a NASCAR driver. It
also sucks when you wreck your Ferrari in the
process of getting that $568 ticket because you
were so "good" at being a NASCAR driver that
you flew off the road into a tree and are now in
the hospital trying to recover from heart surgery.
Suddenly, your life is even more depressing
than before you owned your 458 Spider Ferrari.
You can never go back. You are traumatized.
But nothing will ever make you feel the same
again. I mean, what are you going to do with
your life? It is pointless. You have nothing to
live for except for a stupid, annoying clunker
which is all youfcan afford now because all your
other resources were spent on the Ferrari. Bet
you wish you had stuck with Mr. Oldreliable,
huh? Wait ... are we talking about cars? Man,
this is getting annoying.
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The Amish: Reality TV Style
MACKENZIE CLELAND

Opinions Layout Editor

In today's world, when there are so many
fake reality shows (yes, I realize that this
is an oxymoron) I like to be on the lookout
for genuinely good shows. Somehow I tend
to be drawn into the shows that take a deeper
look at a minority group of Americans, which
brought me to Breaking Amish. It's a new
TLC show that follows five young people in
the Amish, or Mennonite, communities. Each
of the show's subjects plan on leaving their
homes for the "English" world. Before leaving,
most of them were warned that they might not
be welcome back. The terminology used in the
show was "shunned." When bombarded with
these previews, I felt empathetic and somehow
proud of these crazy kids who simply wanted
to branch out and see the world, no matter
what their family and friends said.
However, as this season progressed the
main characters of the show have started to

falter in their Amish ways. Some aspects of the
show, like Rebecca's dental abuse, is terrifying
and sheds a horrible light on the old-fashioned
ways of the Amish. Such things simply cannot
be faked. Yet the main characters have started to
show cracks in their charades. Jeremiah finally
passed his driving test in New York, N.Y., even
though he had faced DUI charges years ago. A
couple formed within the cast, yet they have
already been married, soon after the woman
cheated on her ex-husband for the new guy.
Not to mention how quickly and thoroughly
all of the cast have learned to cuss and take the
Lord's name in vain. Their recently purchased
cell phones have certainly gotten their use so
far, and the subjects have taken advantage of
their ability to drink alcohol.
Each character on the show has been
revealed for the true person they are, which
differs from the view that TLC has portrayed.
Yes, all of them have been connected with an
Amish community at some point, yet many
of them have been out for years. Maybe it is
just me, but when the show was promoted as
following the "true lives" of five Americans, I
believed it. At this point in the season, there is
•••
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Senior year is
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little to no question that the cast has been out
in the English world for years, and have turned
to the dark side, enticed with reality TV drama,
notoriety and some cash on the side. Sabrina,
a main character, had the gaul to act surprised
and offended when a passerby mistook her for
Snooki while walking the streets of New York.
Please Sabrina. I think at this point the two of
you should be best gal pals since your pastimes
include drinking, saying f—k and finding
potential male suiters for the night.
Has our society really come to this? That
children born into traditionalist Christian
societies decide to exploit the God they
have always supposedly worshipped? In my
opinion, it is unfortunate that these people
have never had the pleasure of playing a
video game or listening to modern music, but
have they really missed that much? As far as
I know the Amish divorce and crime rate are
much lower than the outside world. Perhaps
these people who live so primitively are on to
something. They seem to be faring better than
the rest of us lately. The back alleyways and
sketchy corners of New York do not create the
glamorous image that these characters were
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expecting. Was it really such a great idea to
leave their homes, families, and God for the
real world? Highly doubtful.
If there are still loyal viewers of Breaking
Amish, they will surely be tuned in for the
next episode. Shortly, we will all be able to
see what happens when the prodigal sons and
daughters return home. It is highly doubtful
they will be received with open arms, as many
southern families would react if their children
acted like the main characters. It's a shunning
on the horizon according to the previews, yet
by now we should know not to trust those.
Although the show is entertaining in
its own questionable way, it's premise was
quite the opposite. I highly doubt the Amish
communities in America appreciate the way
that these actors are portraying their way of
life. It would have been nice to have one more
decent, honest show to indulge in for the few
hours of free time college allows, but I guess
the search will continue.
MACKENZIE CLELAND is a senior majoring in graphic
communications. Email comments to letters®
thetigernews.com.
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Presidential Economics
JOE HENDRICKS

Columnist

A.

In the last election season, social issues
were at the forefront. This time around
the economy is the major battleground,
in which the two major candidates, the
incumbent President Barack Obama and
challenger Mitt Romney are making their
case for why they should be chosen to lead
our country. Both' men have spent ample
time talking about how they will govern the
nation through economic policy, but what
are they really saying? Which candidate
makes the most sense for you as a college
student, or for you as a future member of
the workforce? To answer this, one must
consult the official platforms outlined by
both candidates.
While this article seeks to give a brief
and easy-to-understand overview of some
of the candidates' economic policies, it is
essential to research the candidates' entire
platforms to make an informed decision.
Only then can you decide which candidate
you think is better for America right now.
These economic principles combine with
social issues, foreign policy and various
other factors, showing what each candidate
represents for the future of our country.
JOE HENDRICKS is a junior majoring in English.
Email comments to letters@thetieernews.com.

President Obama

Romney

President Obama seeks to maintain the economic plan, which he
has set forth over the last four years. The key elements of his plan
center on taxes and domestic investments.
President Obama's tax plan is clear on its philosophy: higher
taxes on the rich and lower taxes on the middle class, or as President
Obama puts it, he is asking everyone to pay their fair share. This
tax plan seeks to alleviate the burdens on middle income families
by shifting the cost to those in the highest brackets. This increase
in tax revenue from the rich would, in theory, ease the pressure
on the middle class, reduce the current deficit and allow for future
government programs.
PresidentObaniahasalreadypa5sedhishealmcarereform,referred
to as Obamacare, which expands coverage and provides insurance
rebates, to name just a few elements. But for this legislation to hold
up, it is paramount for him to win re-election. Federal healthcare
coverage is a costly endeavor for any country — especially one with
a rapidly aging population such as ours. This added cost demands
either more revenue (higher taxes) or a bigger deficit
Another area that the President's plan supports financially is
public education. President Obama has increased the number of Pell
Grants and tax credits and his plan aims to incentivize teachers to
excel at what they do in the classroom. This investment in education
would ideally result in a stronger future workforce, thus increasing
national productivity.
President Obama's plan to bring back jobs in manufacturing to
America is based around eliminating tax breaks for
(
companies outsourcing labor and providing incentives
to companies that create new jobs. This has the potential
to bring back some manufacturing jobs — jobs that
| would then be filled by the American middle class.

Romney's economic plan is one rooted in traditional,
free market thinking. Lower taxes, spending cuts and fewer
regulations are the major emphases of this course of action.
Romney has not been explicit in detailing the tax brackets
that his plan would enforce, but he has asserted that his tax
plan is "revenue neutral," meaning that if taxes are reduced, a
different revenue stream would be found to account for this loss.
Again, no specific details have been revealed, but some possible
tradeoffs, to pair with cuts in spending, include an increased
capital gains tax (the tax on profit from selling assets like stocks
for example) or reduced deductions — for the middle class, the
wealthy or both.
The spending cuts proposed by Romney are severe. Romney
aims to have spending down to 20% of GDPby the end of his first
term, compared to its current 24.3%. This would involve cutting
a large number of current government programs; suggested areas
include family planning funding, arts and humanities subsidies
and foreign aid. Also suggested is the privatization of certain
government programs like Amtrak, and a reduced number of
federal workers. These spending cuts do appear extreme in
some cases, but this plan posits that some government programs
will have to go if we want to pay lower taxes.
The biggest front Romney is contesting as far as regulations
go is to repeal both Obamacare, which revamped healthcare in
too many ways to list here, and Dodd-Frank heightened federal
regulation on the financial industry. The goals
in repealing these acts as well as a number of
others are to cut the government spending they
require to operate and to create a more natural
economy for the private sector.
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Dating vs. Marriage
TREY MARTIN
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WHITNEY RAUENHORST

Copy Editor

Columnist

While walking from class one day last week I overheard part of a
conversation. Now, most of us would admit that eavesdropping
is rude, but the truth is that I could not help it. I could not
help it because the part I heard was loud and full of emotion. I heard
the big question:
"Why would you ever date someone you couldn't see yourself marrying?"
And that got the wheels turning.
So what about you? Would you date someone you wouldn't consider
marrying someday? Could you even see yourself getting married?
As I thought about this question, I realized that there would be two groups
with pretty strong feelings on the subject. One group would say yes and the
other would say no. I imagine that many of you have had a strong opinion
running through your head the moment you read the question above. Now,
consider that there are probably other people who did the same, but with
the opposite answer. Why is that? The reason would be that they have two
different ideas of what dating is for.
The group that says they would date someone they wouldn't consider
marrying would see dating as a means (primarily) for fun. If dating is all
about the present experience, and not the future, what does it matter if you
possibly marry the person or not?
Then the group that would not date someone once they couldn't imagine
possibly marrying him or her would say that the purpose of dating is for
marriage. They would say that dating is a method for having fun yes, but
more primarily about deciding who is a possible life partner.
Well, which one is it?
It seems to come down to a judgment call. And that judgment call hinges
on another question: which is better, dating or marriage?
Can you see why it comes down to this dichotomy? I think that it comes
down to this decision, conscious or not, because we as to decide whether
or not we date for a possible marriage. The reason is based on the worth of
marriage. How good is it? If it were really better than the alternative then
more relationships would be made with marriage in mind. So a person who
is dating someone they would never marry is basically stating that marriage
is not worth it. Why? Because dating someone you would not marry is an
action that hinders moving toward a good marriage. A person who does this
is keeping a relationship that could form from developing. You will never
be able to start a relationship that leads to a good marriage while you are
spinning your wheels with someone else.
So if marriage is truly good enough in your mind, it will influence how
you will date. Now the most important question of this whole discussion is
this: Is marriage good?
Many people today would say no. It's understandable really when you see
what marriage has become. When you look at it today, how is it better than a
dating relationship? In some ways you might see it as worse, since when you
break up (which is inevitable, right?) it would hurt a lot worse.
But this is the wrong way to see marriage. Marriage and dating are
fundamentally different. Marriage is not just an extension of the other; it is
a brave new world. Nowadays we are used to marriage as being a contract.
We think that when people get married they are basically making a contract
saying, "I will make you happy as long as you make me happy ..." and if the
other person doesn't hold up his or her part of the bargain, the contract can
be dropped. Look at the real marriage vows. They say nothing about what
the other person does. They are vows before God and mankind, so that they
continue to act a certain way no matter how his or her spouse acts. Can that
be better, if there is no guarantee for my happiness? Yes it is better!
A true marriage as it is intended, is better than dating because it gives both
people freedom to be themselves. It gives them a place to feel vulnerable and
loved no matter who they are or what they do and encourages each person
to love the other more in return. So, I would say a true marriage is better
than dating, but notice I didn't say anything about being single. That is a
good option too.
is a junior majoring in electrical engineering. Email comments
to letters@thetieernews.com.

TREY MARTIN

Creepin'. Everyone does it — anywhere,
anytime. We casually listen to people's
conversations while we stalk others on
Facebook or Twitter and some even crane their
necks to look onto others computers or cell
phones to sneak a peak at what he or she is doing
or saying. Honestly, we can't help it. I truly
believe that it is a part of our human nature —
an impulse more or less. Furthermore, you could
say that it is a part of our genome, and before we
were born, each of us was genetically programmed
for different levels of creepiness. You could
compare it to testosterone and estrogen levels.
The lower the levels, the less the creepiness.
However, because of these levels, there is some
creepiness that is considered acceptable and some
considered asylum-worthy.
The Listeners: Readers, this is the lowest
level. It's only natural that we listen to everyone's
conversations while walking to and from class,
sitting at the 'Combe, riding in the elevator or
wherever. People talk about some interesting stuff.
I heard a group of girls talk about Spongebob,
Patrick and something about aliens the other
day. However, with eavesdropping comes great
responsibility, because if you are like me, your
thoughts turn into natural responses. Exhibit
A: "Yeah, man I don't have Friday classes next
semester." "Aw, I wish I didn't have Friday classes."
Yes, I am willing to admit that after listening in on a
personal conversation I unintentionally responded.
Embarassing? Yes. But now I can learn from my
mistakes and know how to keep my thoughts to
myself, otherwise known as being a better creeper.
The Stalkers: A level two. You use Facebook
and Twitter to 'Do the Creep.' Occasional stalking
is now considered a healthy way to check up on
friends, family and other random people you may
know on Facebook or Twitter because hey, why
else is it there for? I mean they are giving you
all of their personal info — timelines, pictures
etc — so obviously they want you to see their
information. But like all creepers, when does
the creepin' become too ... creepy? The problem
with Facebook and Twitter is that everyone can
see your information, so the level twos who get
that extra kick get the urge to look a little more,
which is weird. If you get the urge to look at
someone's Facebook or Twitter page every five

seconds because you HAVE to, you may have a
problem. You may need to see someone or delete
your account for awhile. Or forever.
The Craners: While some stalk others on
Facebook or Twitter, you crane your neck to
look onto others computers or cell phones to take
a peak at what others are doing or saying. With
an extra boost in those genomes, you're a level
three. A couple levels above the rest, you take the
opportunity to invade others' personal privacy to
see what he or she is doing (Rude, but who hasn't
done it once or twice, unless you're a genuinely
good person?). However, if you constantly peek at
others devices or things in general, you are not only
a creeper, but a nosy one at that. Your eyes have
a problem wandering. Maybe they have a spasm,
or you have a problem controlling your urges? I
don't know, but they need a fixin'. I suggest ujjayi
breathing for those uncontrollable urges. They will
help your eyes look ahead, so you can focus on the
tasks or lectures in class. On a brighter side, you
will make the highest grades in the class!
The Obsessors and Followers: Congrats! You
are a top-notch creeper. You have the highest level
of creepiness, and I highly recommend Redfern,
a psychiatrist or in the worst cases, an asylum.
Those who literally follow someone he or she
is obsessed with is more than a creeper ... he or
she is a stalker. In my opinion, you need help.
Seriously. Not only is it freaky, but you also remind
me of a character pulled out of a horror movie
— the ones with a knife or a scary weapon that
follows the main character around because they
know they're going to kill them, which is ironic
because it's almost Halloween. Level fours, it's
not healthy to follow people around like psycho
killers. You are not Michael Meyers or Freddy,
but you could use a visit to the doctor. I suggest
making the appointment.
We are all creepers, one way or another, but it is
up to us as to how we control our creepiness. Don't
get me wrong, Facebook and Twitter, even Pinterest
is great. It has given me profound opportunities
(like stalking my adorable little, so I can make her
some awesome gifts) but as technology progresses
it becomes easier for us to look up pictures and
information on other people. This is good and bad,
because it is up to us as to how we deliver and use
that information. Creepin' can become excessive,
and if your genomes are overloaded with it, then
there are some problems and people like me who
don't appreciate it. Seriously.
is a junior majoring in English.
Email comments to letters@thetigernews.com.
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TIME TO
GROW UP
KEVIN THOMAS
columnist

Capps, who finished in third individually at last
weekend's Jerry Pate Invitational, bottled more of
the same magic and birdied each of the last three
holes to catapult his team up into a tie for sixth
with Duke, edging out fourth ranked Washington
by a shot. After the trouble the Tigers had closing
out their rounds last week (seven-over on the last
four holes), Capps and company made it a point
to turn it around in order take out some of the best
teams in the nation.
"We beat a lot of excellent teams this past week.
We were close to having a chance to win with it
being a bunched leader board," Penley said. "The
more we put ourselves in this position, the better
we will become."
While Proveaux and Capps took the spotlight
for their dominating performances as freshmen,
sophomore Billy Kennedy arguably had the best
two days of anyone on the field. After opening

Last season, the Clemson Tigers basketball team finished
16-15 and 8-8 in the ACC. The
8-8 mark placed the Tigers seventh in the ACC, and they lost
in the first round of the ACC
Tournament.
Clemson missed the postseason for the first time in four years
and will have to move forward
this season without their two
scoring leaders from last year,
Andre Young and Tanner Smith,
who have both graduated. This
season the Tigers will need some
of their younger players to step
up, as their roster includes 12
players that are underclassmen
and only two of them seniors.
The expected starting five for
the Tigers are guard Rod Hall,
guard TJ. Sapp, swingman K.J.
McDaniels, forward Milton Jennings and forward Devin Booker.
Hall and Sapp both played
significant minutes last season
as freshmen, and both will need
to have more of an impact this
season. Hall was a presence on
the defensive end of the floor
last season, but he will have to
improve his offensive game this
season, especially his outside
shot. Sapp was up and down during his freshman season, and he
seemed to hit a freshman wall at
one point. Sapp has the potential
to be the best player on the team,
but he will have to become more
consistent on the offensive end.
He has a solid jumper, but he will
need to become more aggressive
when driving to the basket and
also improve at passing.
McDaniels came on strong at
the tail end of last season, flashing his enormous athletic ability
on several dunks, rebounds and
blocks. McDaniels can jump out
of the gym and is a good defensive player. The main part of his
game that is lacking is a midrange game on offense. The Tigers will need him to improve his
ball-handling and his mid-range
game to become the player he is
capable of becoming.
Jennings is another player to
look out for, as he is one of the
two seniors on the team. As a
former McDonald's All-Amer-

see FINALE page C6

see GROW UP page C4

TIGERS SAY GOODBYE
TO SENIORS WITH
ONFERENCE WIN
JUbnUA S. KcLLY-USPRESSWIRE/staff

EMSLEY LEWIS
STAFF WRITER

Clemson's women's soccer team defeated NC State 1-0
this past Sunday at home on Historic Riggs Field for the
team's first conference win in over four years.
"I feel good for the players," Head Coach Eddie Radwanski said after the game. "They have not given up all
season. They came out with the right mentality and conviction to play. Even after we scored, we kept at it until
the very end of the game. We were the better team today
and I'm proud. The crowd was also great today. They
were very supportive, and it was obvious that the team
was feeding off their energy."
Before the game, Clemson honored seniors Maddy
Elder and Heather Marik, who played thier final game
in a Clemson jersey on Sunday. Grabbing their first ACC
win of the year was a great end for the two seniors, who

both started all four years, played all 90 minutes against
NC State and are team captains.
"It feels great to walk away with a win today," Elder
said. "That is the direction that this program is heading.
It definitely feels like a weight lifted off our shoulders, and
hopefully, the team can keep this going into next year."
"This was a good way to go out," Marik said. "It
has been a long road, but to get that goal and to get
the win today — it just feels like it has paid off. This
win should give the team good momentum heading
into next season."
Clemson outshot NC State 17-12 and had several
good scoring opportunities. The winning goal was scored
in the 72nd minute by freshman midfielder Jenna Polonsky. Moments before, Elder took a hard shot from the
left side, which glanced off the post and landed inside the
box. Polonsky used her left foot to tap the ball into the
back of the net, scoring her third goal of the season.

Tiger junior goalkeeper Morgan Hert recorded five
saves and improved her record to 1-1 in goal this year. In
the final minutes, Hert came up with a diving save on an
NC State shot that would have tied the game.
"I'm very happy for the seniors," Radwanski said.
"They are two great kids who have given everything to
this team. Maddy was the player of the game today. It
was clear that she really wanted it. She won every ball,
and she never got down. Marik has played like a warrior
over the past month and has really stepped up her game.
I'm happy, especially for them, that we were able to end
on a good note.
"Looking at the big picture, we beat South Carolina
earlier this year, and we won an ACC game to finish the
season. This is a good step forward for the program."
This game concluded the team's 2012 campaign with
a 6-10-2 overall record (1-9 ACC), causing NC State to
fall to 5-13 overall (0-9 ACC).

PRDVEAUX, FRESHMEN LEAD TIGERS Til SIXTH IN FAEL FINAEE
MICHAEL BALIKER
STAFF WRITER

Overall, the top 10 finishes by freshmen of the
Clemson men's golf team have been a recurring
theme throughout the 2012-13 season. That pattern continued over the weekend in Alpharetta,
Ga., as Cody Proveaux finished in a tie for seventh individually at the U.S. Collegiate Championship, the most prominent tournament of the
fall schedule.
Proveaux, the reigning South Carolina Amateur
Champion, carded rounds of 72-73-72 to help
propel the Tigers to sixth place overall and is one
of four freshmen to crack the Top 10 against national fields this season.
"Cody had another solid effort and was consistent all weekend," Coach Larry Penley said. "He is
an amazing competitor and is getting more comfortable every week, and I feel comfortable playing
him in the No. 1 position."

Proveaux was easily the most consistent of the
Tigers down in Georgia and never let his game get
away from him. He has won on some of the biggest stages in junior golf, and Penley agrees that he
is close to winning on this stage and expects him
to turn up his game this spring.
Georgia Tech won the event after trailing the
defending champion UCLA, thanks to an eagle on
the par-5, 18th hole by sophomore Ollie Schniederjans. Schniederjans said he does not like his
coach to tell him where they stand as a team, but
on the tee at the 18th, he allowed his coach to
inform him that he needed to make a three to win,
which he did.
The Tigers finished nine shots behind the Yellow Jackets with a team score of 882 for the threeday event, 18-over-par on the par-72 Golf Club
of Georgia. For much of Sunday afternoon, however, it looked as if the Tigers were destined for an
eighth place finish as they came down the stretch.
But freshman Miller Capps had other plans.

UPCOMING

SCORES
FOOTBALL
Saturday, 10/20
Clemson 38 - Virg. Tech 17
Clemson, S.C.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Sunday, 10/21
Clemson 1 - N.C. State 0
Clemson, S.C.

VOLLEYBALL
Sunday, 10/21
Clemson 3 - Miami 0
emson, S.C.

VOLLEYBALL
Friday, 10/26
@ Boston College, 7 p.m
Chestnut Hill, Mass.

CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, 10/27
@ ACC Championships
Blacksburg, Va.

MEN'S SOCCER
Saturday, 10/27
@ Maryland, 7 p.m.
College Park, Md.
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The Clemson Tigers football team entered
last Saturday's matchup against the Virginia Tech
Hokies looking to keep their winning streak
against the Hokies intact. The Tigers had beaten
the Hokies the last two times the teams had faced
each other, last year during the regular season and
during the ACC championship game. Clemson
was able to increase the winning streak over their
out-of-division foes and knock off the Hokies
with a score of 38-17.
After all of the pregame festivities in honor of
Military Appreciation Day, Clemson took the
ball first. The first offense possession made many
Clemson fans look the other way as quarterback
Tajh Boyd was sacked twice in three plays, and
the Tigers were forced to punt. Virginia Tech was
setup with a great starting field position and took
full advantage.
Hokies quarterback Logan Thomas marched
the offense into Clemson territory and connected
with wide receiver Corey Fuller for a 29-yard
touchdown pass, giving Virginia Tech a 7-0 lead.
Clemson was able to put together a drive on
their next offensive possession, but it was all for
nothing as a tipped Tajh Boyd pass fell into the
hands of Virginia Tech's Michael Cole, who was
lying on the ground when he caught the ball,
turning possession back over to the Hokies.
Starting deep in their end of the field, the Virginia Tech offense was on the move again. Logan
Thomas mixed in some scrambling runs with
some short passes, including a 21-yard completion on 3rd -and-7 to keep the drive alive, putting
Virginia Tech in the red zone. The Clemson defense bowed up with their backs against the wall.
The Tigers stuffed Virginia Tech on a fourth-andone at the Clemson 18.
The Tiger offense went to work. Tajh Boyd
connected with Sammy Watkins on two big completions, and Andre Ellington sprinkled in some
runs, including a 26-yarder to set up the Tigers in
the red zone. Clemson was unable to put the ball
in the end zone and settled for a 27-yard Chandler
Catanzaro field goal.
The Clemson defense came up with the first
big play of the game on Virginia Tech's next offensive possession when an errant Logan Thomas
pass was intercepted by Clemson safety Jonathan
Meeks. Thomas floated the ball to the sidelines,
and the Virginia Tech receiver did not attempt
to catch it. The pass fell right into the arms of
Meeks, who was coming from behind to make the
tackle until he recognized he would have a shot at
the ball. Meeks tiptoed the sideline after catching
the ball, giving the Tigers the ball back at their 39.
The Tigers could not muster anything on offense following the turnover and punted the ball
away. The Tigers got their next bit of good fortune when the punt was not caught by the Virginia Tech returner, and it bounced into Virginia
Tech player. Clemsons Tony Steward jumped on
the loose ball and the Tigers had new life deep in
Virginia Tech territory. The Tigers scored their
first touchdown of the afternoon on a one yard
run by Boyd.
The Clemson defense came up with another
huge play a couple minutes later. With Virginia
Tech driving again, Logan Thomas' pass sailed

high of his intended receiver and was intercepted
by Meeks again. The senior safety made this interception count, returning it 74 yards for his first
career touchdown.
Virginia Tech put together a drive right before
halftime and convened a 40-yard field goal to
make the score 17-10 at the half.
Most of the third quarter featured both teams
exchanging punts. Virginia Tech consistendy
started from deep in their end of the field, giving
Clemson great starting field position almost every
time, but the Tigers could not capitalize on their
first couple possessions of the half.
Finally, the Tigers broke through. After starting
at about midfield, Boyd led the Tigers into Hokie
territory. The biggest play of the drive came when
Boyd hit Sammy Watkins for a 27-yard completion to set up Clemson at the Virginia Tech 10.
Watkins had his most productive outing of the
year, catching eight passes for 84 yards. Following 2-yard loss, Andre Ellington scored on a 12yard touchdown run to put the Tigers up by two
touchdowns.
The Clemson defense forced another punt by
Virginia Tech, and Clemsons Adam Humphries'
13-yard return set the Tigers up on the plus side
of the 50. A few plays later, Boyd, who had a very
un-Tajh-like game, threw his first and only touchdown pass of the game to DeAndre Hopkins, one
of his three catches in the game, on a perfectly
thrown fade pattern.
Virginia Tech scored their only points of the
second half early in the fourth quarter via a 19yard Logan Thomas touchdown run. The Tigers
still led by two touchdowns, but the game was not
over yet. Clemson punted on their next possession, giving Virginia Tech the ball.
On the fourth play of the drive, Virginia Tech
tried to run a wide receiver reverse pass, but a poor
throw by the Virginia Tech receiver was intercepted by Clemsons Xavier Brewer, the Tigers' third
interception of the game. The three interceptions
were a result of the great effort put forth by the
Clemson defense.
When asked after the game about the play
of the defense, head coach Dabo Swinney
took notice.
"They had a great performance," Swinney said. "From the sidelines, I believe it was
their best effort."
Clemson had the ball back with just less
than seven minutes to play in the game
and were in full run-out-the-dock mode.
The Tigers did not throw a single pass on the
drive, and Tajh Boyd and Andre Ellington ran
down the clock.
The drive culminated in another 1-yard touchdown run for Tajh Boyd, effectively putting the
game out of reach with a score of 38-17, improving Clemson to 6-1 (3-1 ACC) on the season and
dropping Virginia Tech to 4-4 (2-2 ACC).
After the game, Brent Venables was asked
about his defense's play going forward.
"We don't have to play like Alabama yet," Venables said. "Although we'd like to. But we can definitely play better than we have up to this point,
and, hopefully, today was a sign of moving in the
right direction."
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To start this season, many thought
that Virginia Tech's quarterback Logan
Thomas was going to be a dark horse candidate for the Heisman trophy. Virginia
Tech continually has top-tier teams, and
they are almost always a lock to win 10
games in any given season. Despite all of
the preseason hype, teams still have to play
the games on the schedule, and look at the
Hokies now.
If Clemson's defense was looking for a
game to gain some confidence, it needed
to be the game following their bye week. If
only for one game this season, the defense
finally outperformed their offensive counterparts. The defense had three interceptions and a fumble recovery, totaling four
takeaways in the game.
"They had a great performance,"
Clemson Head Coach Dabo Swinney
said. "From the sidelines, I believe it was
their best game of the season. We struggled with some missed tackles, but they
did really well at getting turnovers, including that pick six."
Leading the way was senior safety Jonathan Meeks, with two interceptions and
one pass break-up. The two-interception
game was the first in a Clemson game
since DeAndre McDaniel had two against
the Hurricanes of Miami in 2009.
One interception by Meeks resulted
in a 74-yard return for a touchdown, giving Clemson a 10-point lead late in the

second quarter. The defense needed this
big play like Meeks provided to gain some
momentum going into the second half of
the season and two road games at Wake
Forest and Duke.
Virginia Tech was in an obvious passing situation, as the play was third-and-12
on the Clemson 48 yard line.
The Hokies took a page out of the
Clemson playbook and lined up in the
pistol formation with two in the back field
and three wide receivers, one on the left
and two on the right.
Clemson Defensive Coordinator
Brent Venables, sensed the obvious passing down and had his unit lined up in
the dime defense package with three
down lineman, two linebackers and six
defensive backs.
The defensive front three for Clemson
featured Corey Crawford and Malliciah
Goodman on the ends with DeShawn
Williams as the nose-tackle.
Before the play, the two linebackers, Jonathan Willard and Stephone
Anthony, came up to the line of scrimmage in an attempt to mask their
coverage and put pressure on Logan
Thomas to make a decision on whether to expect a blitz or not.
In the secondary, Clemson lined up
their corner backs about 12 yards off of
their receivers in order to avoid getting
beat by the deep ball.

L^ Jl

After the ball was snapped, the two
linebackers dropped off into coverage,
and Clemson rushed three players. Despite rushing a few players, Clemson
still got a considerable amount of pressure on Logan Thomas, forcing him to
get rid of the ball quickly to his receiver.
Despite most of his receivers being
covered, Thomas threw the ball anyway,
but on the follow through of the throw,
his hand hit one of his offensive lineman's
helmet, causing a wobbly pass that floated
high above his targeted receiver.
His pass soared into Meeks' arms, and
he was off to the races.
Even though the pass was high from
Thomas, in all likelihood, cornerback
Xavier Brewer would have picked off the
pass anyways as he had his man covered
like a blanket.
After Meeks' reception, he sped past
one defender before finding a hole between two excellent blocks by Stephone
Anthony and cornerback Travis Blanks.
As he ran the interception toward the
faithful fans on the Hill, the only man
with a realistic tackling angle on Meeks
was Thomas, but he was blocked by cornerback Gary Peters.
It is possible that Jonathan Meeks had
never run this fast before this play. Logan Thomas threw a horrid pass, but for
Meeks to capitalize on the turnover says
a lot about this defense's desire to get bet-

ter. Without this play, the score and game
could have unraveled in a totally different
manner, but thanks to Meeks, Clemson
commanded the game from there on out.
Following the game, Meeks acknowledged the impact from the defensive line.
"That was big. Secondary and the
defensive line go hand-in-hand,"
Meeks said. "They are our best friends.
We have good coverage, and they get
sacks. And when they get pressure, we
get interceptions."
The defensive performance for the
game especially pleased Brent Venables,
which is a new reeling for him since he
arrived in the Blue Ridge Mountains.
"It was definitely more positive than
negative for the first time in a while,"
Venables said. "I don't take it lightly
either. Just in regards to the work that
they put in, they deserve to have some
success because they've put in the work
all year. You feel better about where
you're going."
Clemson will not play anyone in the
top 30 for scoring offenses for the rest
of the season, meaning that the defense
will have a chance to continue their
momentum. If the game against Virginia Tech indicated anything, it is that
the Tigers cannot rely on their offense,
and their secondary is going to need
to step up from here on out with the
amount of injuries they have had lately.
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With help from blbckers,
he runs it back 74 yards
for a touchdown.
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ican, he has not quite lived up to
the expectations that were put on
him when he first came to campus.
However, he has a ton of talent and
potential, and many people think
that this is the season that he will
really breakout. Jennings has put
on weight every season, and he has
developed a better post game each
year. He also has a nice mid-range
game and a solid three-point shot.
If Jennings can keep his confidence
up, he will be the best player on the
team this season.
Booker, the other senior on the
team, will be called upon to play
his best this season as well. He has
a good inside post skill set but will
need to step up to be able to live
up to the hype of his older brother, Clemson great, Trevor Booker.
Booker has been known to become
lazy at times, and he will need to
improve this season on the defensive end and in the rebounding department as well.
Off the bench at the guard position, Clemson will have freshmen
Adonis Filer, Jordan Roper and Demarcus Harrison, a transfer from
BYU. Filer was the higher rated of
the two freshmen and has the better offensive game, so it is thought
that he will contribute more this
season. Harrison at 6'4" will play
significant minutes this season,
and his size could be a weapon for
Clemson on the defensive end.
Down in the post coming off the
bench will be Bernard Sullivan,
Josh Smith and Landry Nnoko.
Sullivan played sparingly last season due to his battle with asthma
almost all season. He has said that
his conditioning has improved,
which is great news for the Tigers.
Sullivan has good finesse moves in
the post and also a nice jump shot
for a big man. Clemson will need
him to score more points this season for this team to compete in the
ACC. Smith and Nnoko are both
freshmen, and Nnoko is the one
most people are more excited to
see. Nnoko is known as somewhat
of a project but has tons of potential at 6T0".
Devin Coleman and Jaron Blossomgame are two players who were
originally thought to help the Tigers
but may end up redshirting now.
Coleman tore his Achilles tendon,
and Blossomgame broke a bone in
his leg, so it is looking like both will
have to sit out for this year.
Brad Brownell is back for his
third season as Clemson's head
coach. He has a record of 38-27
overall and 17-15 in ACC thus far
at Clemson. Brownell is an excellent X's and O's coach, and he will
have his hands full this season in
the always stacked ACC. No one
really knows how good this team
will be, but they have the potential
to do very well and make it into
postseason play.
The Clemson Tigers start their
season against Lander in an exhibition game in Littlejohn Coliseum
on Nov. 5 at 7 p.m.
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THE CHASE: LAST LEG OF A MARATHON
After a long season, the top drivers in NASCAR get reset for the final drive on
the road to a championship.
CHASE HEATH
STAFF WRITER

Gentlemen, start your engines!
The NASCAR Sprint Cup Series
season is one of the longest in all
professional sports. There are 36
races on 23 tracks consisting of different shapes, sizes, distances and
make up. The tracks stretch across
the United States from California
on the west coast all the way to
Florida on the east coast. NASCAR
Sprint Cup teams travel an average
of 70,000 to 75,000 miles every
season, which starts in the middle
of February and ends in late November. Drivers race an average of
14,000 miles every season depending on how many laps they complete in each race, which consists of
anywhere from 200 to 600 miles.
Despite this grueling schedule,
the teams and drivers work hard
day in and day out, keeping their
eyes on the ultimate prize — the
NASCAR Sprint Cup Series championship. The championship is
awarded based on a point system.
Points are accredited to a driver
during a race for leading a lap,
leading the most laps, winning the
race and for every finishing position thereafter from second all the
way down to 43rd, which is last.
In 2008, due to the merge between Nextel Communications
and Sprint Corporation, it became
known as The Chase for the Sprint
Cup, but it is better known as simply the Chase — NASCAR's version of the playoffs.
The Chase consists of 12 drivers. The first 26 races are called the
regular season; and the last 10 races
are called the Chase races. The top
10 drivers with the highest point

total after the regular season are automatically qualified for the Chase.
The last two drivers are called wild
card qualifiers, which are the two
drivers ranked from 11th to 20th
in points with the most wins in the
first 26 races.
After the regular season is over
and the 12 Chase drivers are determined, each driver starts the
10-race dash for the championship with 2,000 points. The top 10
drivers receive three bonus points
each for every win during the first
half of the season, while the two
wild card drivers receive no bonus
points for winning a race.
The scoring of points during the
Chase is the same as the regular season with each race winner earning
43 points in addition to three bonus points for winning. The driver
who leads a lap earns one point and
the driver who leads the most, laps
is also given one point. The driver
with the most points after the last
10 races is crowned the NASCAR
Sprint Cup Series champion.
This format for winning the
championship is the most competitive for both the fans and drivers.
The new format makes winning a
championship much tougher, but
everyone loves the challenge and
excitement that comes with it.
When questioned about the new
Chase format, Brian France, CEO
and Chairman of NASCAR, said,
"The adjustments we have taken
put a greater emphasis on winning
races. Winning is what this sport is
all about. Nobody likes to see drivers content to finish in the top 10.
We want our sport — especially
during the Chase — to be more
about winning."
The finish to the 2011 Chase for

the Championship was the closest in NASCAR history. It ended
in a tie between Tony Stewart
and Carl Edwards. Tony Stewart
won the championship because of
his five wins during the 10-race
Chase compared to Carl Edwards'
one win.
The
level
of competition
throughout every lap of every race
in the Chase was jaw-dropping;
the fact that the champion was
not known until the checkered flag
flew at Homestead-Miami Speedway, the last race of the Chase,
made it even more unbelievable.
Tony Stewart did not know he had
won the championship until after
the race was over. He asked his
crew chief over the radio, "Did we
win?" and the response was, "You
won it!"
The racing action during the
2011 Chase was so intense and
attention-grabbing that even the
best NASCAR drivers such as Jimmie Johnson, Jeff Gordon and Dale
Earnhardt Jr., the most popular
driver in NASCAR, admitted to
watching Tony and Carl duke it
out lap after lap. They even admitted to asking their crew chief who
was ahead in points.
There was a friendly rivalry between the two drivers during the
Chase, hidden under the mind
games and trash talking used
to gain an advantage over the
other driver. In a post race interview
from victory lane at Texas Motor
Speedway, Tony Stewart was asked
if he had a message for Carl
Edwards. "He better watch out,
he isn't going to have an easy
three weeks," Stewart said. Tony
Stewart also told reporters he
would wreck his own mom if it

meant winning the championship.
Thankfully, he did not have to
wreck his mother, but he did have
to overcome a transmission rod going through the grille of his car,
which created a gaping hole and
passed a total of 118 cars in a 43car field during the season finale
at Homestead-Miami Speedway in
order to become the 2011 Sprint
Cup Series champion.
So far, the 2012 season has not
disappointed. In fact, it has been
just as exciting and unpredictable if
not more so than the 2011 season.
From Tony Stewart throwing his
helmet at Matt Kenseth's car after
a wreck while racing for the lead at
Bristol, to Kurt Busch firing up his
car after a crash and getting back into
the race with an emergency kit still
left on top of his car at Talladega, to
the 25-car pileup on the last lap at
Talladega, which involved an upsidedown Tony Stewart laying on top of
his opponents' cars. This season has
more than picked up where it left off
from the finish to the 2011 season.
After six races complete in the 2012
Chase, just 20 points separate the
top three drivers with other drivers
still within striking distance and four
races still to go.
The next race is this Sunday
at Martinsville Motor Speedway.
The green flag is set to wave at
2 p.m. eastern time. Tune in to
ESPN and find out what happens
next as Dale Earnhardt Jr. climbs
back into his racecar after sitting
out the last two weeks with a concussion. He has to contend with
the other drivers to try to become
the 2012 NASCAR Sprint Cup
Series champion.
Boogity, boogity, boogity! Let's
go racing, boys!
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"1 don't think there hay been a reedier performing tike him
in eoileqe football right now at the lei el he hm been at.''
Secondary Beginnings
D. W Daniel High School Head Football
Coach Randy Robinson starts to smile when
asked when was the first time he noticed
DeAndre Hopkins.
"Middle school football when he was playing
quarterback," Robinson said, around a laugh.
"He gave us a scare that night when he broke a
bone in his hand."
DeAndre Hopkins, better known to the
Clemson faithful as "Nuk" because of the
pacifiers he was devoted to as a baby, grew up
in nearby Central, S.C., right down the road
from Clemson.
He may have broken onto the local football scene as a middle school quarterback,
but when it came time for football tryouts at
Daniel High School the next year, there was a
notable absence.
"Probably the hardest thing I've ever had to
do as a head coach was watch DeAndre Hopkins walk the halls of Daniel as a freshman and
not have him on my football team," Robinson
said. "I think the injury and the thought that he
wanted to play basketball kept him away."
But he was back in action after a year off, and
when he donned that famous powder blue and
gold on Friday nights the next year, he didn't
stay secret for very long either. In his first game
of his high school career, he returned an interception 72 yards for a touchdown. It was his first
of three of the night.
Those three interceptions were the first of 28
he would have in his time at Daniel, a mark that
stands as a state record.
So you would think that would be an indication of where he would line up at the next level,

but as you well know,- Hopkins has not played a
down of safety in college.
"We went down to that 7-on-7 tournament
down at Clemson, and he put on a show,"
Robinson said. "I think he had an interception
that day on defense, but he did enough at wide
receiver to prove to the coaches he could play
there in college. If they gave him the choice,
DeAndre wanted to play offense. He wants the
ball in his hands."
Many colleges were after him, but Hopkins
decided early and chose to stay local with the
hometown Tigers the summer before his senior
year over offers from Tennessee, Wisconsin and
South Carolina.
Despite the early commitment, Hopkins never wavered as schools continued to make overtures before signing day.
"We had an SEC school come in that wanted
to work him out for basketball, and I basically
had to beg him to go through with it," Robinson
said. "I asked him that it was just to keep his
options open, and he shook his head and said,
'Nah, I'm going to go to Clemson.'"
"Nuk"-id On The Block
Hopkins did not exacdy burst onto the scene
at Clemson, collecting only six catches for 69
yards and a touchdown in his first four games.
The touchdown was a poignant one though
as he outjumped a Presbyterian defender to open
both his and quarterback Tajh Boyd's collegiate
accounts on a 9-yard touchdown catch.
His next four games were slighdy better as he
collected 12 catches for 107 yards, but it was in
the last third of the season, plus the bowl game
that Hopkins exploded for 440 yards on 33
catches and three touchdowns.

After playing basketball for Brad Brownell in
the offseason between freshman and sophomore
year, Hopkins continued his good work in his
second year in Clemson but was largely a secondary star behind freshman sensation Sammy
Watkins.
There is no telling if Nuk felt slighted, but
Robinson certainly took note.
"Face it, last year the spotlight certainly shifted away from him, but he still collected (70)
catches. Don't think we didn't notice that," Robinson said with a laugh.
Full Spotlight
When Watkins was arrested in the offseason
and then suspended for the first two games,
many wondered how much the Clemson offense
would suffer. Not many outside the program
could have guessed the answer: not at all.
In the two games Watkins was suspended,
Hopkins collected 19 catches for 224 yards
and four touchdowns. Suddenly, the media was
shocked to find out there was another dreaded
receiver down there in Clemson, but the people
within the program were less than surprised
"He's always been a great receiver. He was
outstanding last year," Head Coach Dabo Swinney said. "Nobody ever really talks about him.
The big thing with Nuk is that he's physically
so much more mature than he was his freshman
and sophomore years. And that comes down to
the work he put in during the offseason."
Quarterback Tajh Boyd also cited hard work
as a key component to Nuk's success.
"He gets better each year and each game and
continuously improves, and that is what you
need to be if you want to be an elite player,"
Boyd said. "There is always room for improve-

ment, but he just comes to work every day. He's
consistent; he always wants to improve, always
wants to be at his best and perform at a high
level and that is what he has been doing. I don't
think there has been a receiver performing like
him in college football right now at the level he
has been at."
From Saturday to Sunday
Through seven games, Hopkins leads the
ACC in every major receiving statistic, except
yards per catch. He is second in the nation in reception yards (845) and tied for third in touchdowns (nine).
While Clemson fans may have started glancing at that three-year clock for Sammy after the
Florida State game last year, all of a sudden there
is another receiver they have to worry about possibly leaving early
"He's got NFL-type talent, no question about
it," Mike Detillier, publisher of the Louisianabased, M&D Draft Report told Larry Williams
of TigerIUustrated.com. "He could be a firstround pick. And he's playing like a guy who
could be in the first round. He's become a more
refined route runner, and he's become really
physical."
Hopkins may not burn down the house from
a straight speed standpoint, but Detillier would
not let that deter him from taking him if it was
his NFL team.
"He's football fast," Detillier said. "There's
track speed and there's football speed. Some of
those track guys don't run as fast when they're
on the field. You watch him, and he's fast on the
field. I mean, he motors. He pulls away from
people."
Not bad for just a number-two receiver, huh?
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with an 81, the Alpharetta, Ga.
native began to feel right at home
as he answered with back-to-back
1-under 71s. "I knew I was playing well going into the week, so I
pretended like the first day didn't
happen," Kennedy said, as he
stepped in for red-shirt freshman
Stephen Behr, who is currently
nursing a shoulder injury. Kennedy tied for 34th with Capps.
Senior Crawford Reeves carded
rounds of 77-74-75 and tied for
50th while freshman Blake Kennedy sandwiched a 71 in between
two 78s to finish a shot behind
Reeves in a tie for 56th.
Now that the Tigers have a
break from competition until
February, what is next for Penley's
bunch?
"Each individual will have a
plan for improvement based on
this fall's stats," Penley said. "Jordan (Assistant Coach Byrd) and
I are in the process of digesting
the info and getting the plans
in place. Ball-striking improvement will be high on our priority.
We need to be more committed
to our shots and that starts with
technique. We will get better in
that area. Putting was a strength
at times, and we need to keep it
there. Our freshmen are all great
putters. I'm sure the stats will reflect that. We do need to improve
our chipping and pitching, however, which will continue to improve our putting1 and take pressure off of our ball-striking. We
have a lot to work on."
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OUR FAVORITE
THE FALL CLASSIC:
T
WE BREAK DOWN THE TIGERS » ™
VS. GIANTS WORLD SERIES
BRYAN DOHERTY
STAFF WRITER

The Major League Baseball postseason hasn't lacked drama, and after
two wild card games and the AL and
NL divisional and championship series, we've reached the pinnacle of the
baseball calendar: the World Series.
What was nearly a rematch of the
2006 World Series took a quick turn
as the San Francisco Giants rallied to
win three straight in order to punch
their ticket to the Fall Classic against
the Detroit Tigers.
While neither team was the supposed favorite coming into the playoffs from • their respective league,
both figured to be tough matchups
for anyone who saw them, and while
their paths may be different up to this
point, both ultimately claimed their
league's pennant. The Detroit Tigers
have been front running most of the
postseason, getting ahead on the arm
of ace Justin Verlander and cruising to
a 7-2 record.
They drew an underdog Athletics
team in the Divisional Series and took
advantage of baseball's quirky rule for
this season that has the lower seed
start at home. After jumping up 2-0
in the series, they dropped the next
two, and in their only do-or-die game
of the postseason, again they went to
the big righty Verlander. He threw
a' complete game shutout, pushing
the Tigers to the American League
Championship Series where they
drew the New York Yankees.
Despite starting out in the Bronx,
the Tigers didn't seem fazed playing in
Yankee Stadium. After blowing a four
run lead in the ninth inning of Game
One, they recovered in extras to win
6-4, and Anibal Sanchez pushed their
series lead to two games to none with
a dominant performance in Game
Two. From there the rest seemed like
a formality as they returned home and
won Game Three behind Verlander
before cruising to a sweep in a Game
Four blowout of CO Sabathia. Despite the play of the Tigers, the bigger
story out of the ALCS was the Yankees lineup, which was anemic.

After scoring the second most runs
in baseball during the season, the
Yankees were basically a one-man
show with Raul Ibanez providing the
only semblance of offensive prowess
throughout the series. Alex Rodriguez
was benched at times throughout the
series, Derek Jeter was lost to a broken ankle, Robinson Cano set a major league record for consecutive postseason at bats in a single postseason
without a hit and the power bats of
Mark Teixeira and Curtis Granderson
vanished. All in all, the Tigers pitching feasted on a lineup that seemingly
went in a slump as a whole.
The Giants ultimately took a much
different path to the World Series,
playing the role of comeback kids
time and time again. In an NLDS
showdown with the Cincinnati Reds,
the Giants dropped the first two
games at home, including a game one
where Reds ace Johnny Cueto was
hurt and left the game after one batter. This injury, which knocked Cueto
out of the playoffs, ultimately proved
fatal. Nonetheless, a streaky Giants
offense that was eerily reminiscent of
the bunch from 2010 that won the
World Series woke up just in time as
they faced elimination. After a pitcher's duel victory in game three, they
responded with eight runs and six
runs respectively in games four and
five to close out the series.
From there it was off to the NLCS
where the Giants met another team
that was familiar with comebacks in
the St. Louis Cardinals. The Cardinals were down to their final strike
a couple times against the Nationals
before rallying for four ninth-inning
runs to close out the NLDS. After
splitting the first two at home, the
Giants ran into trouble in St. Louis,
losing the first two games to Kyle
Lohse and Adam Wainwright. Facing
elimination on the road, they went to
Barry Zito in Game Five, who seemed
to turn back time to his Oakland As
glory days, throwing seven shutout
innings to keep them alive.
Back in San Francisco, the Giants
got two dominant outings from Ryan
Vogelsong and Matt Cain, and the

bats woke up again as they pounded
both Chris Carpenter and Lohse in
games that were never in question.
Marco Scutaro picked up NLCS
MVP after batting .500 with four
RBI and three doubles to pave the
way to the Pennant.
As the two teams enter the World
Series, it is tough to give an edge to
either team. The Giants won't have
Matt Cain to throw in Game One
to counter Verlander, but they seem
to have woken up at the plate, and
starting at home after the National
League's all-star game victory gives
them the chance to put the Tigers
in their first real hole of the postseason. Verlander has been dominant
throughout the postseason thus far
with a 3-0 record and sub-1.00 ERA
to boot. The Tigers have to think
that they'll get two wins out of him if
they're going to win the series.
The key to the whole series might
be how the bats surrounding Miguel
Cabrera produce. During the season
very few guys outside Prince Fielder
offered major assistance, and as a
result, the Tigers limped to 88 wins
after being a trendy pick for the
American League's best team. However, guys like Delmon Young, Austin
Jackson and Omar Infante have taken
turns at time coming up big for the
Tigers at the dish.
For the Giants, Vogelsong has been
lights out for them in a postseason
where Cain hasn't been great every
time out. In 2010, the Giants pitching staff was completely dominated
by a Texas Rangers lineup, which was
expected to carry them to World Series glory, and it merely took a couple
guys producing at the plate for San
Francisco to win quickly.
While it's a new cast of players at
the plate for the most part, the Giants
have that a similar streaky vibe going
right now that makes them tough to
pitch against. While the Tigers probably have the best arm and bat in the
series, it is hard to go against their
momentum, and because of this the
Giants seem like the right pick for
World Series champ when it is all
settled on the field.

STAFF MEMBER

WINNER

MVP

Andy Burns

Giants in 7

Buster Posey

Brad Haider

Tigers in 6

Prince Fielder

Bryan Doherty

Giants in 6

Hunter Pence

Chase Heath

Tigers in 6

Miguel Cabrera

Cody Hanks

Tigers in 6

Justin Verlander

Emily Pietras

Tigers in 6

Miguel Cabrera

Kevin Thomas

Tigers in 5

Justin Verlander

Michael Baliker

Tigers in 6

Prince Fielder

Robbie Tinsley

Giants in 7

Buster Posey

Whitney Rauenhorst

Tigers in 7

Miguel Cabrera
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Editors of the Clemson and Wake Forest
student papers look at this week's contest.
THE VQBK SFOKTS

THB OU> CrOU> $ BLACK

ROBBIE TINSLEY

TY KRANIAK

SPORTS EDITOR

SPORTS EDITOR

Ty Kraniak: What is Clemson's biggest fear
about this year's Wake Forest team coming into
the game?
Robbie Tinsley: Wake Forest has always
been a very difficult team for Clemson to deal
with, at least in the Jim Grobe era. Yeah, there
have been a couple blowouts, but since 2003,
the Tigers are 2-3 in Winston Salem, and one
of those wins took a 14-point fourth quarter
comeback. Hat on a hat, I don't think there
is any reason why Clemson should lose this
game, but when a team is coached as well as
Wake Forest is with Grobe and Co., upsets
happen.
If the Clemson offense comes out of the
gates slowly, like they did in their past two
games, I don't expect the Deacons to let them
off the hook as easily as Georgia Tech and
Virginia Tech did. (And no, I never thought
I would ever type those words in that order.)
TK: Where should Clemson rank among
ACC squads as well as national teams?
RT: In the ACC, there really is not a team
that Clemson cannot match up against. Florida State is the only team I look at and think
there may be a small talent-gap. The difference between this team and the Clemson of
yesteryear is that I do not think the noticeable
coaching gap is there any more. The teams
with lesser talent are finding life against
Clemson a lot more difficult than in the
Bowden era and during the first couple years
of the Swinney Era. That is not to say that a
game against a great coach like Grobe doesn't
scare me, but I trust the coaching staff to put
the players in the best position to win. And
when you have really good players, you are
going to win a lot of ball games doing that.
As for nationally, who the hell knows? I

think we have cemented ourselves as a top20 team, with an outside shot at the topten, year-in, year-out. And there are not
many teams I watch on Saturdays that I
think, "Wow, Clemson wouldn't have a shot
against those guys." I think that right now
the defense is what keeps this team from being a title contender, but I really like the
direction that unit has gone over the second half, so I would not put it past Brent
Venables to make me eat those wotds somewhere down the line.
TK: What is going to be the determining factor
in this game, and what is your expected result?
RT: You hate to say it, because I think it
oversimplifies a game between two teams, but
I feel like if Clemson doesn't beat themselves
on Thursday, they will improve to 7-1. I noticed in your section that you made no mention of DeAndre Hopkins, but he's having a
miles better year than anybody realizes, and
I think he deserves to be in the talk for the
Biletnikoff Award (for the nation's best receiver). The fact that he has gotten relatively
little publicity speaks to the star-power that
Chad Morris has at his disposal.
The offense has the horses to make this a
laugher, but I don't think it will happen that
way. I think the traveling Tiger fans will
lose some fingernails on Thursday. The defense has been doing very well, but they are
very thin at cornerback and there is always
the worry of regression, especially on a short
week. Meanwhile, the offense hasn't been its
pyrotechnic self of late. However, much like
they have in all their wins, I think Clemson
plays much better in the second half than
they do in the first and the final is a lot more
flattering than the play merits.

Robbie Tinsley: After that magical ACC Championship in 2006, Jim Grobe's teams are a combined 20-25 in the conference. There is no denying
that Wake Forest is a very tough place to coach,
but with the salary he is getting ($2.3 million per
year), do you think his teams are starting to underachieve? And if so, is his seat starting to get a
little warm?
Ty Kraniak: Jim Grobe is one of the greatest
coaches in college football. He is extremely well
respected by other coaches, and while no position is completely secure, Jim Grobe's job seems
to be about as close to being secure as possible.
It is extremely difficult to build a strong program at Wake Forest due to its small school size
and its rigid academics. Wake Forest will never
pull in five-star recruits out of high school, but
Grobe is the type of coach that develops twoand three-star players out of high school to be
competitive with schools like Florida State and
Clemson most years. While Grobe is extremely
conservative, which sometimes plays into the favor of other teams, there are very few coaches in
college football that could do what he has done.
He was even a candidate for the vacancy at Penn
State when Bill O'Brien was hired.
More than results on the field, Jim Grobe
runs an extremely clean program, in which athletes are proud to be a part of. Grobe focuses
on bringing in the right kids who will represent
Wake Forest in an upstanding and sportsmanlike fashion.
RT: WR Michael Campanaro is someone who
gave Clemson fits a year ago, but he has been sidelined for the past few weeks with a broken bone in
his right hand. Do you think he plays on Thursday
night and how big of a boost could that be for Wake
Forest?
TK: Right now, there is no saying whether

Campanaro will play. He suffered a broken hand
injury against Duke, and we are really hoping
that he will be ready for Clemson. Clemson is a
huge game for Wake, one in which we will need
a terrific effort from everyone to win. However,
sometimes coaches perfer to rest a guy that is
injured, so he will be ready to play for the rest
of the season.
If Camp is cleared to play, he will. He is the
type of athlete who hates to be on the sidelines
and loves to be with the team. He is also the
type of player who can completely change the
game. Wake has been looking for consistency in
the receiving corps, and with Camp's hands and
speed, he is an explosive option for the Deacs.
If he plays, it would be a huge boost for Wake.
RT: In your opinion, does Wake Forest have the
bullets to get into a shootout with Clemson or do
you think this will have to be a sloppy, defensive
game in order for the Deacons to relive some of
Groves Stadium "House of Horrors" days of the
Tommy Bowden era?
TK: For Wake Forest to win, the defense
will have to limit Sammy Watkins' ability in
the open field and shut down Tajh Boyd and
the talented Andre Ellington. Clemson poses a
lot of offensive weapons that will be tough to
stop. Wake will have to apply a lot of pressure to
expose the inexperienced Clemson O-Line and
force Boyd to make bad decisions.
On the offensive side of the ball, Wake Forest's receivers need to make catches to kick in
the passing game. When Wake establishes a
strong passing game, then the Demon Deacons can have a balanced attack with a running
game behind DeAndre Martin and Josh Harris. Overall, the offense has not lived up to its
potential lately, but hopefully, we can break out
of this mold.
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ROBERT SNYDER III
STAFF WRITER

With new players stepping up each week and a few teams on
their bye week look to the waivers to help you out this week
with a few flex play options out this week. This week should be
another exiting week as the Broncos vs. Saints should be a huge
fantasy game for all owners.
Players to Start
Andrew Luck, QB, Indianapolis Colts, (at Titans) — Luck
has played as advertised in his rookie season for this rebuilding
Colts team, and he is just starting to settle in. Luck will face up
against the Tenneessee defense that is allowing 288 yards and
two touchdowns a game. Luck can really have a big day against
a division opponent this week.
Willis McGahee, RB, Denver Broncos, (vs. Saints) — McGahee is well rested after a bye week last week and he will be
fresh going up against one of the NFLs worst defenses. McGahee could pull some valuable carries in the red zone and should
be able to punch it in for at least one touchdown.
Ryan Matthews, RB, San Diego Chargers, (at Browns) —
Matthews is finally back to full strength after a bye week, this
means he will get the usual bulk of the carries this week against
a middle-of-the-pack run defense in Cleveland. Matthews' success on the ground Sunday could really take pressure off of Rivers and hopefully open up this once explosive offense.
Mike Wallace, WR, Pittsburgh Steelers, (vs. Redskins) —
Wallace is a big play wide receiver making the most of every
time he touches the ball with blazing speed. The Redskins defense is susceptible to huge plays in the passing game. Wallace
could have a field day in what looks to be a shoot-out against
Robert Griffin and the Redskins.
Julio Jones, WR, Atlanta Falcons, (at Eagles) — Julio Jones
and Roddy White seem to alternate games to dominate, White

IE. AN

takes the games at home while Jones takes the away games. Jones
averages seven receptions, 89 yards and at least one touchdown
in away games compared to three receptions, 35 yards and no
touchdowns in home games. Jones shows up outside of the
dome and they'll need it this week against the Eagles secondary.
Antonio Gates, TE, San Diego Chargers, (at Browns) —
Gates exploded last week with 81 yards and a pair of touchdowns in easily his best game this season. Gates and the Chargers offense will continue to ride their stud tight end and try to
incorporate him more in the passing game this week as Gates
has finally broke through this year.
Players to Sit
Cam Newton, QB, Carolina Panthers, (at Bears) — Newton and the Carolina Panthers have really struggled this year
losing a lot of very close games, and this week is looking to
be another difficult challenge for this young team looking for
direction. The Bears defense is stifling at home only allowing
two touchdowns to opposing quarterbacks. Newton will have a
tough time doing much against this defense.
Trent Richardson, RB, Cleveland Browns, (vs. Chargers)
— Richardson has been a consistent scorer coming out of the
backfield this year with almost 550 all-purpose yards, but his
ribs are a little banged up. Not to mention the Chargers have
only allowed two touchdowns to opposing running backs.
Steven Jackson, RB, St. Louis Rams, (vs. Patriots) — Jackson is starting to split more and more carries each week, as well
as going up against a very solid run defense in New England
makes him a tough back to start. Jackson has only scored one
touchdown this year and he probably will not get his second
this Sunday.
Andre Roberts, WR, Arizona Cardinals, (vs. 49ers) —
Roberts is a solid receiver for the Cardinals and a reliable target
for either starting quarterback but this week he goes up against

Players to Pick Up
Brandon Weeden, QB, Cleveland Browns, (vs. Chargers)
— Weeden has been consistent over the past three weeks throwing two touchdowns in each of those games. Weeden could
continue this upward trend this week against a shaky Chargers
secondary.
Dustin Keller, TE, New York Jets, (at Dolphins) — Keller
looked great last week in his second game back from a hamstring injury that kept him out four games this season. Struggling Jets quarterback Mark Sanchez will again look to Keller
this week as a safety outlet.
Chris Givens, WR, St. Louis Rams, (vs. New England) —
Givens has proven to be a big play wide receiver with his 50yard touchdown against Arizona, and the Patriots pass defense
has given up some long gains in the passing game this year.
Givens could potentially break loose for a score and some big
points this week, possible flex play here.

He'll have you texting in no time.
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Sports Medicine & Rehabilitation

Gun & Knife Show
MODERN • ANTIQUE • COLLECTIBLE

Just Outside of Campus on Hwy. 93,
Next to Gold's Gym!
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Oct. 27-28

Anderson
PORKCHOP
Civic Center - Ffom™show

Sat. 9-5 • Sun. 10-4

the 49ers defense. A defense that has allowed two touchdowns
to wide receivers all year, Roberts faces a big challenge doing
much on this front.
Brian Hartline, WR, Miami Dolphins, (at Jets) — Hartline has had some huge games this year including a 253 yard
day but he has also had some games where he didn't exist such
as last week when he had zero receptions. Hartline will have a
tough time against the Jets secondary who will be keying in on
this big play threat.
Jared Cook, TE, Tennessee Titans, (vs. Colts) — Cook is a
solid option for quarterback Matt Hasselbeck but it seems like
since the running game has gotten going that Cook's production has gone down. The Colts defense is one of the best in the
league when it comes to stopping opposing tight ends. Only
allowing one touchdown the Colts defense should hold Cook
in check.

Ice

Hand pain or Injury slowing you down?
WE'VE ADDED HAND THERAPY IN CLEMSONH
• Orthopaedic and Traumatic Hand Injuries and Pain
• Post-Surgical Conditions of the Wrist and Hand (i.e. Carpal Tunnel)
• Tendonitis of the wrist and elbow (i.e. Tennis Elbow, Golfer's
Elbow, Dequervain's Tendonitis)
• Arthritis Pain
• Degloving Injuries and Burns
• Custom Splinting

%oad Truckers

Adults
Only $8

Is knee or joint pain keeping you from staying active?

BUY! SELL! TRADE!
770-630-7296

We also specialize in running, sports performance enhancement,
& treatment of orthopaedic injuries:
• Muscle Strains, Joint Sprains, Sports Injuries
• Back & Neck Pain
• Running Related Ankle, Knee,

Guns • Knives • Ammo • Surplus • Accessories

Hip Pain/Instability

Heather Cumbie, PT, ATC
Physical Therapist/Director

Hwy.93 864»722»6037
www.csmr.org
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TIGERS SHUT DOWN BY FLORIDA
STATE, MIAMI AT HOME
PAYTON SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson volleyball team
added two losses to their record
this past weekend, falling to Miami in five sets and Florida State
in three at Jervey Gym.
Friday night in Jervey was exciting, as Clemson and Miami
exchanged wins, until the Hurricanes claimed the match by four
points: 11-15. The match ended
the Tigers' four-win streak.
Alexa Rand tallied nine kills
and a season-high eight solo
blocks for the Tigers. Sandra
Adeleye had a Clemson seasonhigh with 19 kills and racked
up 23.5 points, but Kristin
Faust and Serenat Yaz snatched
up double-doubles: 12 kills, 12
digs for Faust and 11 kills, 11
digs for Yaz.
The Hurricanes jumped out
strong in the first set despite
an impressive comeback from
Clemson. Miami got 18 kills
in the first, but Clemson responded with 13 kills and five
blocks in the second, tying the
match at 1-1.
Miami hit a match-high
.400 in the third, making the
match tough for the Tigers.
Clemson fought back in the
fourth with Adeleye leading
with five kills and four blocks,
pushing the match to 2-2 and
forcing a third set.
The fifth set was tight, coming to a one point margin at
8-9, Miami. The Hurricanes
offense led them to victory at
15-11 and cemented the victory
for the night. Natalie Patzin
moved into seventh place on
Clemson's all-time digs list
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with her match-high 22 digs.
The annual Dig Pink match
on Sunday in Jervey Gymnasium was a small letdown for the
pink-clad crowd as Clemson fell
to No. 12 Florida State in three.
Faust led the Tigers with eight
kills while Rand picked up three
blocks, two of which were solo,
moving her into third place on
the Clemson record books with
a 579 career total.
Each team recorded one ace
on the match and eight blocks a
piece. Lou Davis served the ace,
and Adeleye helped the Tigers
with seven kills of her own. The
first match was somewhat of a
shutout as the Seminole offense
slammed the Tigers. One of the
only breaks Clemson got during
the first set was when Mo Simmons lost her shoe at 19-6, FSU.
The second set was much
closer as the teams tied it up at
9, 10, 16 and 22. Patzin brought
the match point after a kill, but
the Seminoles pulled it out for a
25-23 win. Patzin acquired 17
digs on the match, placing her
five behind the fifth place career
record at 1,303.
The third match looked much
like the first as Clemson trailed
the Seminoles. FSU hit a rally to
take the lead to 17-13 and another four point run, pushing the
score to 22-16. Clemson picked
up a pair before the Noles closed
the match at 25-19.
The Tigers now sit at 14-8
overall and 5-6 in the ACC.
The ladies have a short week
to regroup before they tackle
four straight road games,
starting with Boston College
in Chestnut Hill, Mass., on
Friday, Oct. 26.

SAN DIEGO STATE
SPOILS 07 REUNION
CODY HANKS
STAFF WRITER

The San Diego State Aztecs defeated
the Clemson Tigers last Friday night at
Historic Riggs Field on an extra time
goal by Aztec Ewyn Hewett. This was
the first meeting between the two teams
since the 1987 National Championship
game where Clemson won 2-0.
The action went back and forth
for all 90 minutes of regulation, but
neither team could score. Clemson
looked the better side, but they struggled to convert attacking moves into
dangerous opportunities.
In the third minute of overtime,
Hewett's header beat Clemson's goalkeeper Cody Mizell, scoring the golden
goal and lifting the Aztecs over the
Tigers. The goal was assisted by both
Blake Wise and Kevin Bick.
San Diego State led Clemson overall

in the game with 14 shots to Clemson's
11 and four shots on goal to Clemson's
one. Keeper Mizell had three saves for
Clemson, and Blake Hylen had one for
San Diego State. Clemson led in corner

kicks 5-2.
Coach Mike Noonan had some remarks on this game.
"It's very difficult," Noonan said,
"It's been this way all year. We are not
mature enough to learn from our mistakes, and that is very frustrating.
We had so many chances tonight that
we should have finished. We do not
work together as a group, and we got
what we deserved. I thought we competed well, but give the credit to San Diego State. I do not think we were ready
mentally. We do not have a winning
mentality — this must be developed."
The next game for the Tigers will be
Saturday against the University of Maryland Terrapins in College Park, Md.
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Pumpkins, Anyone?
3APHICS: BRINDLEY FAILE//TIMEOUT LAYOUT EDITOR

Kr ista Wunsche
Staff Writer
If I were a pumpkin, I would choose to live in
South Carolina. Seriously, if any state gives pumpkins
their due, it's this one. South Carolina has a number of
quaint, family-run pumpkin patches, an annual festival
devoted to pumpkins and pumpkin pie as an integral
part of southern cuisine. Even better, less than an hour
from Clemson is Pumpkintown, S.C., the home of the
annual pumpkin festival. That's right — South Carolina
has a whole town named after pumpkins. And if by some
unbelievable chance you haven't noticed, it's this time of
year that pumpkins take over. "Pis the season for pumpkin
enthusiasts. In terms of food, we have everything from
pumpkin spiced lattes to the classic pumpkin pie. If it can
be flavored, it can be pumpkin flavored. Honestly, some
of the things we infuse with pumpkin for the sake of the
season are somewhat horrifying. I've seen everything from
pumpkin flavored granola to pumpkin flavored popcorn.
Some things just aren't meant to taste like gourds.
With that being said, I'm still impressed with the
degree to which pumpkins have integrated themselves
into modern culture. We have the "great" pumpkin of

WHAT'S
going

"Charlie Brown," the "slutty" pumpkin of "How I Met
Your Mother," the band The Smashing Pumpkins and
folklore filled with pumpkin-headed fiends. I've never
understood, however, as to why we restrict pumpkins to
one season in the same way eggs and pancakes belong
to breakfast — pumpkins belong to Halloween and
Thanksgiving. But unlike eggs and pancakes, there's
no "breakfast for dinner" loophole for pumpkins. Why
doesn't the barista at Starbucks give me a pumpkin-spice
latte in April? I have no idea.
Back in the day, the Native Americans and settlers
would use pumpkins and called them "pompions,"
regardless of the season. I hate to admit it, but as much
as we love pumpkins now, colonial America loved them
more. Native Americans used them for everything. They
dried pumpkin strips to weave into mats, made pumpkin
jerky and pumpkin porridge and distilled pumpkin beer.
Pumpkin was an important staple in the colonial diet.
It kept everyone fed during the winter, but it was only
recently that pumpkins became used for decoration. In
those days, the idea of using pumpkins to ornament your
front porch was absurd. Remember how mom said not
to play with your food? Well, that's probably what the
mother of one of the early settlers said when she saw her
child trying to decorate the house with their valuable
winter store of pumpkins. In fact, our modern tradition

of making jack o'lanterns originates from people carving
faces into turnips in Ireland. When the Irish came to the
new world, they found pumpkins easier to carve. The
modern pumpkin industry purposefully transformed its
product from food items into decorations. In the 1970s,
farmers began growing their pumpkins specifically for
carving. Edibility was thrown to the wayside.
Most of the pumpkins you see today are all from
the Howden Pumpkin strain, which are considered to
be the strain of the first commercial carving pumpkins.
Howden pumpkins are smooth and are uniform size and
color, but they don't taste especially great, which explains
why my mother's attempt at boiling pumpkin strips last
year was less than delicious. But fear not! It's not too late
for the edible pumpkin! Pumpkins as food are definitely
regaining popularity. Just look at the varieties of pumpkin
bread, pumpkin muffins and pumpkin pies you can buy
this time of year. I certainly can't complain about a lack
of pumpkin-derived food options. And even without the
edible pumpkin, decorative pumpkins are still a lot of
fun. Some of my fondest childhood memories involve
making a mess on the kitchen floor with carved out
pumpkin guts. And if you look for them, you can still
buy the traditional, edible, though less aesthetic, strains
of pumpkins. Besides, who says you can't have your jack
o'lantern and eat it too?
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Anti-Carving Pumpkin Decoratin
Megan Sherard
Staff Writer
Join the revolution — the anti-carving revolution that is! Spend
less time carving your pumpkin and more time planning that
scandalous Halloween costume. Here are some simple, yet creative,
ideas:
Use Paint
Cover your pumpkin with black chalk paint, and write a
spooky message each day. Black chalk spray paint can be found
at Home Depot for $23.97 for a six pack of 11 ounce bottles. Just
don't forget the chalk! For a more sophisticated look try metallic
spray paint. Home Depot also has paint for as little as $4.24. Cover
the pumpkin, and let it stand alone or with others similarly painted.
Use autumn-inspired colors like gold, silver and orange. Looking to
take a more festive route? Grab white and yellow paint and create
candy corn pumpkins. Paint the top third white, leave the middle
third bare and paint the bottom yellow. Displaying the pumpkin
with a dish of candy corn would add a sweet touch. Lastly, for
those who favor the carved look but not the time and effort it takes,
glow-in-the-dark puffy paint is your friend! For as little as $2.50

per bottle, you can minimize the time and maximize the creativity.
Paint a traditional jack olantern, or get creative and paint your own
design. The paint is easier to use for smaller, more intricate details
than the monotonous carving of tiny pieces of pumpkins, which
let's face it, never turn out the way you had envisioned.
Accessorize
Not into paint? There are plenty of other options for those
hell-bent on opting out of carving but still want to carry on the
age-old tradition of celebrating Halloween with pumpkins. Pick up
some white athletic gauze or cheesecloth, and wrap strips around
your pumpkin to create a mummy. Add google-eyes, or create your
own with black and white paper. Your mummy will be so proud of
your decorations, and your friends will just die over it! (It should
have been a DEAD giveaway these jokes were coming!) Take a
more masculine approach to pumpkin decorating by creating a jack
o'lantern face by using hardware like nuts, bolts, washers and nails.
To create pumpkin bats, spray paint a mini pumpkin black. Cut out
wings using black craft foam, cut slots in the pumpkin to slide the
wings into, and add eyes. For a creepy effect, use glow-in-the-dark
paint for the eyes. Walk into any clothing store and you will quickly
find, if you had not already, that lace is in. For a fashion-forward
pumpkin, cover it in black lace. Cut a hole big enough for the stem,

and place the fabric over the pumpkin, gathering the excess at the
bottom underneath the pumpkin. As simple as these options are, if
you're really pushed for time (after all, Halloween is right around
the corner), simply tie a ribbon around the stem of the pumpkin.
Done and done.
Use Letters
In the South, you can't go wrong with a monogram. For
inspiration, look at Microsoft Word fonts like Edwardian Script
ITC or Vivaldi. Use all three initials or just one. Another option
is using smaller pumpkins to write out words like "boo." To create
your words and monograms, use paint, buttons, foam letters or
stickers.
For those like me who want the best of both worlds, try
combining carving with extra decorations. This year I carved the
eye and mouth but used google-eyes, construction paper, beads and
craft pipe cleaners to create an eye-catching goofy monster. If you're
going to resist the Pinterest-lead revolution and do a traditional,
carving, you must carve one thing and one thing only: a Clemson
paw.
As they say in the pumpkin decorating business, one minute
you're in, and the next you're out! Just remember, have fun, be
creative and go buy your pumpkin now before they're all gone.
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Servings: 4
Ingredients
11/2 lbs. fresh salmon (or 4 salmon fillets
Marinade
2 tablespoons Dijon mustard
3 tablespoons soy sauce
4 tablespoons olive oil
2 cloves of garlic crushed
1 teaspoon minced ginger
1 tablespoon honey

Directions
Whisk together the ingredients for the marinade in a small bowl. Drizzle
half of the marinade over the salmon, and allow it to sit for at least 20 minutes.
Heat the grill to medium heat, and brush the rack with oil to keep the
salmon from sticking. Grill salmon 4-5 minutes on each side, depending on
thickness. Transfer the fish to a plate and spoon the rest of the marinade on top.
Allow it to rest for 5-10 minutes then serve.
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Unless you have been hiding under a rock for the past three
decades, or you're a part of a cult that ignores all forms of mass
media, you've probably heard of a little thing called zombies.
Once upon a time, the concept of reanimated corpses attacking
the living was nothing more than a convenient plot device used
to turn the most generic horror films into blockbuster hits (I'm
looking at you "28 Weeks Later" and "Resident Evil: Attack of
the Clones"). Undead monsters feasting upon millions of brains
were terrifying on the big screen, but once you walked out of the
theater, they would disappear from your mind. After all, these
monsters are nothing more than the manifestation of a base
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apocalyptic fear, right?
Wrong.
Remember a little thing called bath salts and the psychotic
naked man who ate another man's face down in Miami? Yeah,
that happened, and that's not the only zombie rumor that has
been flying around. A few months ago, there were reports in Japan
about another cannibalistic attack, and just a couple of weeks after
the Miami incident, a man was caught in St. Augustine EATING
ANOTHER MAN'S STOMATCH. The best part about all of
this? St. Augustine is a sweet little Floridian city just an hour away
from my house. I'm sure some of you have caught on to my point

Step 1: Form a team.
As awesome as you think you are at "Call of Duty" and
"Left 4 Dead" there is no way you can take down a horde
of undead monsters without at least one person as backup.
You want a core group of four to serve as your base unit
for slashing the undead — the hot girl, the attractive and
arrogant guy, the overweight older man who makes fun
comments such as "This is almost as bad as standing in line at
the DMV," and "I'm too old for this" and the one person who
is actually valuable. This last person can be male or female;
they just need to have a set of skills that is more valuable
than swinging a crowbar at a zombie's head. Movies will tell
you to replace this character with an adorable kid, but that's
just what the zombies want (Who do you think writes these
movies?). Now comes the tricky part: you're going to want a
couple of disposables or temporaries that you can leave with
the zombies when things get too rough. Pick out overweight
runners or people who think that zombies can "get over"
eating people. It's survival of the fittest, and they were going
to die anyway.

by now: Zombies have been following me. And now I'm here in
Clemson — with you. I'll give you a minute to digest this.
If you're hyperventilating right now, pull yourself together,
man! (The person closest to you now has permission to slap
you across the face, and call you "kiddo" until you calm down.)
Thankfully, we have one advantage over the zombies: time. Right
now, they don't know that I know they exist and are trying to
eat us. And because I got you into this terrible mess Clemson
University, I'm going to be the one who gets you out. So here's
what you need to do to survive the real-life Walking Dead:
Clemson Edition.

Step 3: Find a base.
This may be the most difficult part because when
zombies invade, nowhere is safe. Fortunately for you, your
favorite columnist has spent several hours pondering over
this very predicament because I care. So what is the best place
on campus to call your new home? Strode Tower. It's in the
middle of campus, close to food sources (Cooper, Hendrix,
Harcombe, Schiletter and downtown), is accessible to cars
and it's freaking tall, which means awesome sniping spots.
Also, because it is connected to Daniel, you can destroy the
stairs on some of Strode's lower levels, effectively preventing
zombies from stumbling to your lair. Now all you have to
worry about is whether or not the undead know how to
work an elevator. There is the small concern about using the
Daniel walkway as a portal for the your scary foes with the
worst case of the munchies, but that's a lot smaller of an
entry point than say the entire front of Cooper. Seriously, if
you want to live, don't stay in Cooper or Hendrix. You will
die (Note: This rule holds true during finals week, which is
basically training for the apocalypse.).

Step 4: Remember your allies.

Step 2: Weapons.

APHICS: BRINDLEY FAILE//TIMEOUT LAYOUT EDITOR

You're not going to get far if you just plan on punching
these things in the face (Though "The Zombie Puncher"
would make an epic movie.). Sooner or later you need a
weapon, and it better be sooner. Thankfully, Tigertown is
here to provide. Need a gun? Clemson has a riflery club
and lots of ROTC equipment. But what if you're in a tight
spot and can't get to those supplies immediately? The best
advice that I can give you is to be resourceful. Broken
tree branches? Weapon. Tiny Daniel desks? Weapon. Fat
squirrels? Unlimited weapons. Seriously, if you can grab it
and lift it off the ground, you can kill a zombie with it. But
you might want to start practicing your squirrel throwing
technique before the apocalypse starts.

■

What's the same trap every zombie anything always uses?
Some stupid person forgets that one bite is all it takes for their
best friend, love of their life or random hookup buddy to
turn from a person with feelings into a raging brain-eating
machine. So if someone on your team gets bitten, you've
got to end it. Sorry bro. I don't care if they're that one hot
girl that always wears tights as pants or Sammy Watkins. If
someone gets bitten by a zombie, they're not going to stay a
person for long, and you've got to take care of it. That's why
my roommates and I have a pact — if (when) the zombie
apocalypse happens, and I become infected, they must kill me
as soon as possible. Hopefully, they'll give me enough time to
say my final goodbyes, or do the robot before they fire. But
now that they know my last moments will be spent doing a
tacky dance invented in the 1960s, they'll probably be looking
for any reason to end my life, zombie-related or not.
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is Way Comes

ARTICLE BY: SAVANNAH MOZINGO, STAFF WRITER

There are vegetables on my porch. The orangehued items in my closet see light of days other than
Saturday, and this is the only time head-to-toe black
can be considered 'festive." I believe Halloween is here
ghouls and gals. The hardest transition into adulthood
is not the bills or taxes but being excluded from trickor-treating once and for all. Luckily for us. college still
provides you with chances to dress up even if you're not
going door-to-door asking strangers for candy. While
it's not likely that a student just straight up forgot this
spook-tacular holiday, it's possible that you didn't have
time to think of what costume you're going to grace it
with. Just because you haven't thought of anything yet
though, doesn't mean you're going to need to resort to
being a cat or a mouse (or whatever has a pair of ears).
Snookie is so last year, and a meat dress isn't worth the
trouble (or stench). While the hobo and the hippie will
remain invariable classics, we drank some 'creative
juice' and came up with some of 2012's best and fresh
ideas.

PSY and Gangnam Style
"Magic Mike" dudes
It's the time-old stripper, but now you can
relate it to pop culture. If you've got the abs,
no one is going to stop you. Maybe you feel
self-conscious? You can always blame it on
laundry day.
You'll need: Black pants, a tie and suspenders
OR a wife beater and camo pants.

Can we be more wonderfully obvious? Show
off your Gangnam Style. This one is genderfriendly for guys and girls — it doesn't
matter! To add fuel to the fire, assemble all
of the characters from the video, and make it
a group costume. Drink a Red Bull, and pull
out your best dance moves. "Heyyyyyyyyy!!!!
Sexy lady!!!!"
You'll need: Bright blazer, white button down,
black pants, sunglasses and a bow tie.

Gandalf the Grey
This is for the hipsters. Want to be ahead
of the curve do ya? Nothing is better than
dressing up as a character from a movie that
hasn't come out yet. "The Hobbit" isn't due
out until December, so you can feel cool as
long as you don't forget that it was a book
first. If you've already got a good beard going
for you, (the most difficult aspect) then there
is no reason you can't pull this off.
You'll need: A grey tunic (bathrobe or sheet),
a walking stick, belt and a cloak (another
sheet, perhaps?). You'll need: Bright blazer,
white button down, black pants, sunglasses
and a bow tie.

A "Hobbit" dwarf
This makes for a good group costume. There
are 13 dwarfs to choose from the film "The
Hobbit." On a related note, short characters
mean that the manliness is more concentrated.
You'll need: Leather, a plastic battle axe and a
tough-guy attitude. The key is a braided wig.

Alana "Honey Boo Boo" Thompson
You can do the pageant-queen or the redneck
version, depending on how much time you
have. There's also leeway to be the future
Honey-Boo-Boo. Whatever you think this
little girl will look like in 15 years. Go-go juice
is a must, although we'll leave its contents up
to you.
You'll need: A horrendous prom dress, tiara,
stacks-on-stacks-on-stacks of makeup and a
Mountain Dew bottle.

Big Bird
"Mad Men"
Want to look suave, sophisticated and hot at
that Halloween party? Don Draper wannabes
step up and out. Trust us — this look is a
chick magnet. Note: Cocktail and cigarette
not included.
You'll need: Auit, tie, hair gel OR suit pants,
white button up, vest, tie and hair gel. Lots
and lots of hair gel.

Jess Day
Going as Zooey Deschanel's quirky character
from "New Girl" guarantees adorableness.
The key is to walk a fine line between a
librarian and a five year-old. This is also a great
costume if you're trying to convince reluctant
male companions to come enjoy Halloween
(Tell them they can dress as Nick. Then they
don't have to dress up at all.).
You'll need: Vintage frock, glasses and a sweet
dose of naivety.

If there's one thing everyone took away from
the presidential debate, it was Mitt Romney's
shout out to Big Bird. Vaulted back into the
national consciousness, this one can be bought
or constructed without too much effort.
You'll need: Money OR glue some yellow
feathers to a shirt, wear a beak and some
striped stockings.

Nutella
Sh--t Girls Say

mite

Initially just a little Youtube video, Sh—t
Girls say has now published a book and has
an iiber hilarious Twitter. While girls can still
rock this idea, the full effect is funnier when a
confident male does it.
You'll need: A dress, brown wig, sweater,
lipstick and a venti Starbuck coffee cup.

The Lovely Ladies of
"Downtown Abbey"

Hipster Disney Princess

What haven't the British given us that
hasn't rocked? Fish and chips? The Beatles?
Mumford & Sons? Confidence in our smiles?
And now "Downtown Abbey"? The period
drama has become a television smash, so it
looks like there's nothing stopping it from
becoming a costume hit as well.
You'll need: A long dress, gloves, cameo
jewelry and T-strap heels

H

"We never fall, we only tumble." Memes are
a classic of our generation, and everyone's got
their favorite. Ride the wave while it's still
going strong, and use one of the most popular
themes as your costume this year.
You'll need: A princess dress and oversized
glasses frames.

GRAPHICS: BRINDLEY FA1LE//TIME0UT LAYOUT EDITOR

This is the easiest one we've got. Somewhere
in your closest there has got to be a brown
top and some brown bottoms. Now put them
both on, draw a fair enough resemblance of
the Nutella logo and you are good to go. For
guys particularly, this might be a good one —
every girl loves Nutella.
You'll need: Brown pants, brown shirt,
cardboard or paper and colored markers

Bacon
The a-pork-alypse is inevitable. People have
already been warned to stock up on the
'Murican staple. You might think the costume
is cheesy, but it will show that not only are
you a person of the world — being as aware of
its food crisis as you are — but you also have
your priorities in order.
You'll need: A red sheet, a white sheet, needle
and thread. Or glue,
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THIS WEEK'S
RELEASES;
Red
Taylor Swift

By embracing her pop-leaning tendencies, T. Swizzle's fourth album is
another stellar entry into her already
classic discography. Whether you
like it or not, you'll be hearing this
one for a while.

good kid, m.A.A.d city
Kendrick Lamar

Ti meOut

says:

The Compton-bom M.C.'s proper
debut is not only one of the strongest debuts of the year, ifs probably
the most invigorating hip-hop album
since Take Care.

Local Business
Titus Andronicus

i^^-H
TimeOut says:
The New Jersey punks return with
smaller ambitions than those of their
last two epic albums, and while solid,
the results are a little underwhelming.

Until Now
Swedish House Mafia

TimeOut says:
The Swedish dance titans issue one
last album before they break up, but
it doesnt hold a candle to the trio's
monolithic live performances.
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Don't Look Behind You:
Ellen's Halloween Recommendations
Ellen Meny
Staff Writer

TimeOut says:

♦
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Halloween is one of my favorite holidays.
I love the fact that for one single night I can
dress up in a paper bag and no one will correctly
think that I'm a hobo. Every year provides tree
branches decorated in toilet paper, enough candy
for everyone to go into shock and costumes
like a "Sexy Hamburger" and "Sexy Scab."
However, my favorite part of Halloween is the
simple scariness of it. I will watch any horror
movie put in front of me, despite the fact that
in "Paranormal Activity 2" I screamed because
there was a quick cut to bacon frying. My love
is almost self-destructive. As a child I adored the
book "Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark," even
though its gruesome pictures plagued me with a
fear of the dark for years. Getting scared is fun
— it's the reason horror movies are so popular.
I've always wanted to share my love of the
terrifying with my friends, and now I have my
chance. I've compiled a list of spooky specialties
of all different media types, and they are sure to
bring you chills and thrills. Instead of suggesting
the typical scary movies though, I wanred to give
you some options that come from one of the
most frightening places in the universe ... the
Internet.
DISCLAIMER: I am not responsible for any
soiled pants.
Creepypasta
One of the biggest writing communities on
the Internet, besides the degenerate "Twilight"
fan fiction, is creepypasta. Creepypasta consists
of short horror stories that make their way
around the Internet via websites and message
boards. As with any writing community,
the quality varies, but many live up to their
"creepy" namesake. Topics range anywhere

from weird television broadcasts to end of the
world scenarios, to what I look like when I
wake up in the morning. Some of my favorite
creepypastas include "Candle Cove," "Ben" and
the "Penpal" series, but there are hundreds more
to choose from. I highly suggest that you do not
read these if you need sleep. The last time I read
creepypasta before going to bed, I inexplicably
got up at 3 a.m. to refill my Brita pitcher. I have
no clue how this relates.
Suggested Creepypasta:
"Penpal series"
"Candle Cove"
"Ben"
Creepypasta websites:
http://creepypasta.wikia.com/wiki/Creepypasta_
Wiki
http://www.creepypasta.com/
http://www.scp-wiki.net/
YouTube Videos and Series
In the mood for more of a movie? YouTube
hosts some of the best horror videos and series
on the Internet, and it will provide you with
hours of pants-wetting enjoyment. Perhaps the
most famous is "Marble Hornets," a video series
involving the Internet horror Slenderman. If
you're looking for a more traditional format, The
Daywalt Fear Facrory page provides super short
horror movies while the Louise Paxton page is
a fake video log of a girl who is being stalked
by something paranormal. "Foundmedia23," a
YouTube page featuring eerie old recordings,
provides just the right amount of creepiness for
you to bust out your old stuffed animal, Mr.
Cuddlebums.
Suggested Videos and Series:
"Marble Hornets"
"The Daywalt Fear Factory"
"Louise Paxton"
"Foundmedia23"
"Salad Fingers"

YouTube Audio
If you're not up for a video or a story, there are a
plethora of people on YouTube who read creepypasta
for your listening pleasure. Struggling through
calculus homework? Replace the horror of math
with the horror of zombies — listen to creepypasta as
you work! Attempting to clean your room, but find
that the vomit from last night has seeped through
the carpet and permanently altered the smell of your
dorm? Forget your pathetic attempt at living, and
tune in to the undead — listen to creepypasta as you
pay the carpet steaming service!
Suggested YouTube Audio Creepypasta:
"MrCreepyPasta"
"Kittenreadshorror"
Video Games
Scary video games are great because they are
completely immersive. I highly suggest gathering
a group of friends, turning out all of the lights
and gathering around the computer for a game of
"Amnesia." If you're creative and 21 or older, you
can try to incorporate alcohol into this because
nothing is funnier than drunk, terrified people.
Currently, one of the more popular games is
"Slender," a video game dedicated to avoiding
Slenderman while collecting notes inside-a dark
forest, armed with only a flashlight and the
knowledge that you are completely out of shape.
"Amnesia" is a classic game, in which you are an
amnesiac hunted by gruesome monsters. "Ao
Oni" has you fleeing from weird purple Play-doh
freaks in an abandoned mansion. You wouldn't
expect a game with a giant butt-ugly purple guy
as the villain to be scary, but I recall a fair amount
of people who use to fear Barney as a child.
Games:
"Slender"
"Amnesia"
"Ao Oni"
Enjoy your Halloween fun, mortals and
always remember — don't look behind you.

Fashion
Katie Zottnick
Columnist
Did you know that there is a difference
between being fashionable and being stylish?
Many aspiring fashionistas use the adjectives
"fashionable" and "stylish" interchangeably,
when in fact the two are not similar at all!
"Fashionable" describes a person who
is greatly influenced by or following the
current trends. Generally, these are those
who pay most attention to the fashion
seasons, designers, shapes, and concurring
themes in collections. Usually, these are the
type of people who stick with one store or
one general type of clothing (for example:
Abercrombie and Fitch is a ruggedly preppy
store), and wear it as though they walked out
of the catalogues and magazines.
On the other hand, "style" is the way you
dress, how you pair things together, how you
wear it and how it wears you. At its core, style

fits you, your body and looks good. Going up
the ladder, though, style becomes a part of you
and who you are. People such as Blake Lively,
the Duchess of Cambridge, and (as much as
it pains me to admit it) Lady Gaga, have a
brilliant sense of style. Everybody knows
Lady Gaga wears steak dresses and dead birds,
but it is her style, just like the Duchess of
Cambridge's style is very classy and elegant.
Blake Lively is my favorite example, because
she is curvy (NOT FAT) — she dresses to
accentuate her curves, and shows them off,
rather than hiding her gorgeous figure in
clothes made for people with no body shape.
A stylish person can wear the same piece of
clothing a thousand times without anyone
realizing it, because they can adapt it to the
different pieces that they wear. Style in itself
is the trademark of a person.

That being said, each adjective is not
exclusive, in fact in most cases it is the very
opposite. Take, for example, Garance Dore,
Caroline Issa or Jenna Lyons. All three are
fashionable, stylish working girls: Garance
Dor£ is a French street style blogger, Caroline
Issa is the founder of Tank magazine, and
Jenna Lyons is the president and creative
director at J. Crew. Each has a distinct
style, and pairing their style with certain
fashionable pieces, they create an aesthetic
art out of wearing clothes.
And I understand, most people will say
"I do not have time to stipulate about the
specifics of a word when I am trying to give
a quick compliment!" Let us be honest with
ourselves, who does? But in the future, do be
mindful that when it comes to fashion, what
you say is not always what it means.
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IN THEATERS
TODAY:

MOUTH OF THE WHOOPIE

mmmmwA
BRADY BROWN

Assistant TimeOut Editor
In the last two months, most of the weekend box
office champs have been thriller movies. "End of
Watch", "Looper" and "Taken 2" have made it
seem that the genre seems to be experiencing a surge in
popularity lately. Despite Liam Neeson's best efforts,
some of them have been good, and some (maybe most)
have been bad. However, Ben Affleck's "Argo" is definitely an example of the former.
Starring and directed by Affleck, the movie tells
one of the many stories surrounding the 1979 Iranian
hostage crisis. The plot is based on a true story, and
it almost has to be. There's a strong sense of purpose
in making a movie where those involved in the production are in danger, and although it risks reaching
a point of implausibility (with the possibility of losing its audience), its historical basis keeps it from ever
becoming too unrealistic. As much as the phrase gets
tossed around nowadays (and I guess I too am now
guilty of this), "Argo"'s plot is one where it actually
isn't cliche to say that the truth is stranger than fiction — I honestly doubt a writer could have made this
one up.
The film begins when six Americans narrowly escape
the besieged American embassy to the home of the
Canadian ambassador. Soon after this, Tony Mendez
(Ben Affleck) is tasked with formulating a scheme to

get the group out of the country and back home safely.
There aren't many options, at least none that are free
of casualties — so Mendez decides to think outside the
box — way outside. He decides to make a fake science
fiction movie (basically a "Star Wars" rip-off with a
script, costumes, publicity — the whole nine yards),
with intentions of shooting in a tumultuous Iran and
have the six embassy workers pose as members of the
production team. Then, all the team has to do is fly
out of the country —— simple enough, right?
Every element of this movie works. It understands
how to maximize tension, doesn't rely on special effects, features some great comic timing from Alan Arkin and John Goodman's performances, boasts a superb cast and, best of all, paces itself perfectly. Much
of this success is to Affleck's credit. We're no longer
seeing a movie by the guy who was in "Pearl Harbor"
or "Gigli." We're dealing with the man who directed
and starred in "The Town".
Ultimately, the film does a tremendous job never
losing perspective. This was a period in history when
the stakes were dire. Lives were on the line, and on
a grander scale, one false move would not only lead
to international humiliation but also to the possibility
of all-out war. And all this relies on the question of
whether or not a government would be willing to turn
a blind eye toward what they deem a national threat
for a shot at the movies.
You'll have to see it to find out. Trust me; it'll be
worth your time.

Cloud Atlas

Whoopie says:
This trailer is one of the more
confusing ones I've seen in a
while. But it looks good. Here's
to hoping it is.

Fun Size

RBfSIZE
Whoopie says:
A quirky teen with an even
quirkier family gets flung into
a debauchery-filled night with
her friends. It sounds unique,
so obviously, you should see it.

Chasing Mavericks

ii**.*»nto

MAVERICKS

Whoopie says:
As far as surfing movies go,
admittedly, I'm a "Point Break"
man. Or maybe "Johnny
Tsunami". But if you're into
watching some fellas on the
hunt for that gnarly, out-ofthis-world, perfect wave, this
may be the movie for you.
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Pasatiempos
The Impossible Quiz
1. Now that Lance Armstrong has been stripped
of his titles, what is the current record for
most Tour de France titles won?
2. What brand of malt liquor was named for
Baltimore Colts No. 45 running back Jerry Hill?
3. At what school did Barack Obama begin his
bachelor's degree in political science at?
4. YoUdee the fighting Blue Hen is the mascot
for what university's athletic program?
5. How many characters can the longest
possible Tweet have?
6. What city has adopted the unofficial slogan
"Keep
Weird?"
7. Which Canadian province uses French as
its official provincial language?

Taylor Swift Themed!
SCORPIO

o

Oct. 24-Nov. 21

SAGITTARIUS

Beat the Editor

Nov. 22-Dec. 21

^e "* ta^cingto "^ friends, talking to your
p friends or talking to you, then you should
never ever get back together with him.

^U- CAPRICORN

Dec 22-Jan 19 ^

Julia Turner
Copy Editor

Compare your answers with Julia's by
checking on the top of D8!

Feb. 20 - March 20
yAWES

L Stupid old pickup truck? Never lets you
drive? Bad liar? Probably m

'

^

*" March 21 -April20

■£> TAURUS

^ZV

April 21 -May 20

m

S^
er*.

m&

CANCER

LEO
*"*\. July 23 - Aug. 23

"Stephanie's Web,!

Don't date a Kennedy. Just don't.

'

£gC: June 22 - July 22

VIRGO

Photo of the Week:

Don't be afraid when you hear a screen
door slamming or tapping on your
window — it's not a ghost; it's your song.

Your next relationship will begin like a
Taylor Swift song, but it won't end like a
Taylor Swift song.

GEMINI
H
\\ May 21 -June 21

Rusty the Bear and his friends are hidden
somewhere inside this edition of The
Tiger. Of course, they are much smaller
than this. Good Luck!

You'll meet a cute guy in a dark grey t-shirt.
HeUteU uthat u re rctt when u
y°
y° ' P >'( y°
look like a mess.)

You will meet a guy who will be enchanted
► to meet you this weekend. (Don't worry
— he's not in love with someone else.)

Julia's Answers:
1)4
2) Jerry Hill Malt Liquor
3) Harvard
4) University of Delaware
5) 160
6) Portland, OR
7) Quebec

FIND RUSTY AND
FRIENDS!

Onathan Windham

Forget your ex — someday you will be
W living in a metropolitan area, and all they
will ever be is unkind.

Aug. 24-Sept. 22

^oJR LIBRA
J\ Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

If you meet a guy that emulates John Mayer,
you should be aware that he's trouble.

If you're up for an award this weekend, watch
out for Kanye West. (Even if he tells you he's
going to let you finish.)

Everything will be alright if you just keep
dancing like you're 22. You'll fall in love with
a stranger, and they'll fall in love with you.

For the record, sneakers, T-shirts and
bleachers > high heels, short skirts and
cheerleaders.
k
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2

3

4
4
7

8
9
3
8

2
6

6
7

8
5

1

3
7

7
2

1

4

5
6

4

8

6
3

1

9
1
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Across
1- Mythical hell
6- Leveling wedge
10- Dramatic troupe
14- Extra-terrestrial
being
15- Falafel holder
16- Collective word for
intellectual pursuits
17- Beethoven's "
Solemnis"
18- Gen. Robert
19-Smell foul
20- Baseball's Bando
21- Sacred song
23- Affirmatives
24- Blender brand
26- Greek fabulist
27- Killick
29- Flat-topped hills
31- Final Four org.
32- Stopwatch-holder
33- Chinese "way"; 36In spite of
40- End for Siam
41- Food and water
42- Pianist Gilels
43- Pad user

44- Curd stuff
46- War horse
48- Blow one's top
49- More tender
50- Low cards
52- Liturgical vestment
55- Baltic feeder
56- Blacken
57- Forbidden
59- Horse hair
60- Burt's ex
61- Pale reddish purple
62- Cornerstone abbr.
63- Exhort
64- Excess fluid in an
organ
Down
1- Poor actors
2- Inter
3- Luxate
4- Some MIT grads
5- Shape up
6- Chucked weapon
7- Small mountain
8- Tabloid tidbit
9- Fannie
10-Fondle

D8
11- You
right!
12- Precipitous
13- Sounds of
disapproval
22- Sun. delivery
23- Long
25- "Saint Joan"
playwright
26- Away from port
27- Diarist Frank
28- Sgts., e.g.
29- Botch
30- CPR experts
32- Not now
33- Schedule
34- Black cuckoos
35- Eyeball
37- Bury
38- Prepared to drive
39- Profound
43- Hit the roof
44- Weep
45- Disco ballroom
dance
46- Fountain treats
47- Lott of Mississippi
48- So spooky as to be
frightening

49- Unspecified in
number
50- God of thunder
51- Pealed
53- Rich soil
54Raton
56- Actor Gulager
58- Help
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For the answers to
this week's puzzles
goto:
thetigernews.com

eption
Katie Zottnick
Columnist
In the wake of Halloween, I am going to abandon
the typical fashion attitude that my articles have ;
we all know the saying "there is an exception to
everything." Well, lucky for you, Halloween is the
exception — the ONLY exception — to anything
fashion or style related. And while I would advise
people to dress up as classy and timeless role models
(such as Coco Chanel or Audrey Hepburn and for
men, James Dean or Charlie Chaplin), I won't.
No matter how much it pains me, fashion is not
(gasp!) the most important thing when it comes to
Halloween costumes: you dress up to make people
laugh or to make yourself look stupid because
Halloween is the one night a year when you are not
required to be yourself.
And so, for those who are checking their watches
and realizing dumbfounded that a Halloween party
is in an hour and you have nothing to wear, here is a
list of fabulous and hilarious homemade costumes.
If you wear all white and wrap your head in
gauze, you could go as a Q-tip. I saw a man dressed
like this at a Halloween party as a child, thought he
was a mummy and started crying. But I'm sure all
of us college kids will get it.
Technically, if you dress in one solid color

STARTS FRI 8/31

REGAL

HOLLYWOOD
STADIUM 20
1029 Woodruff Rd. ' (864) 288-9803

(except for skin-colored clothing, because wearing
all skin-colored clothing will make you look like a
giant, walking condom), you could go as an M&M,
a Skittle, a Teletubby, Powerpuff Girl, Power
Ranger or a crayon. Just be sure to label yourself.
There is honestly nothing easier to do than cut
holes in a sheet and go as a ghost, or in the lieu
of ruining your one-and-only bed sheet, wrapping
yourself up in a sheet and using it as a toga works
as well (so long as the gentlemen are wearing
something underneath, please. Christmas is not for
another two months.)
Any guy could wear a white t-shirt with jeans
and carry around a sponge as Mr. Clean.
Wear your pajamas and call yourself a "mattress
tester" (it also works as an excellent excuse to carry
around a pillowcase to secretly fill with candy when
nobody is looking).
Wear normal clothes and draw seven "Cs" on
your face. You are the seven seas (laughter). Make
sure you use a marker that you can wash off in themorning.
If you have aluminum foil, wrap yourself in it,
and go as a baked potato.
I hope this helped (you slackers) and I hope
that everyone has a fabulous and safe Halloween!
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FOR SALE OR LEASE

THE

"Come for the water. Stay for the friends"

Cottages and Paired Homes in Waterfront Community
5 minutes from Clemson campus.
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tor/Developer, LLC, 391 College Avenue, Su te 103 ■ Ctemson, SC 29631

Phone: 864 654 7549 for Leasing • 864 654 2200 for Sales
www.thepieratclemson.com
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